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NO SEX ON THE BUSINESS MANAGER'S DESK

Faculty approves major,
academic calendar
by Kurt Moeller
On Monday, October 10, the Rice
faculty approved academic calendars for the next three years, the
creation of a new interdepartmental
medieval studies major, and tighter
restrictions on area majors. The faculty meeting also heard a report
about student-athletes' and musicians' academic performance.

Academic calendar
The faculty approved the University Council's recommendations on
academic calendars for the next
three years. The administration will
publish the calendars in a few weeks
when details are finalized.
Each semester will be fifteen
weeks in length. The fall semester
will have 70 class days and the spring
semester will have 68 class days.
Currently, both semesters have
70 class days. Two days have been
eliminated from the spring semester
because the faculty noticed many
students did not return for the first
two class days, a Thursday and Friday, after winter break. The spring
semester will start on a Monday next
year.

Medieval Studies
History professor Katherine
Drew said the new Medieval Studies

major was inspired by the new Early
Mediterreanean Civilization major
and by the establishment of the
Center for Cultural Studies. She said
it was a good idea because Rice offers
many courses dealing with the
Medieval period.
Drew said there had been sufficient student interest for the major.
There is a general movement
among students against highly vocational subjects, such as engineering,
the social sciences and business,
toward more basic studies—studies
which have no direct impact on getting a high-paying job," she said.
Drew said an Asian Studies major
may be designed if there is interest.
English professor Jane Chance
first proposed the major. She and
Drew have been designing the major
intensively for the past year. Medieval studies will formally be available
next year, but students may declare
the major as early as this spring.
At the meeting, Drew and Chance
outlined requirements for the medieval studies major. To complete the
major, a student must have finished
at least 36 hours of classes focusing
on the medieval period, 18 hours or
more of which must be at the 300 or
400 level.
Required classes will include
SEE FACULTY, PAGE 9

Meal plans insufficient,
food pricing inconsistent
by Elise Perachio
Students have expressed concern about food price discrepancies
in different residential colleges and
on-campus meal plans which may be
insufficient to cover food costs for
the semester.
Several members of the Thresher
staff ordered exactly the same lunch
at each of the eight colleges to compare prices. The meal consisted of a
cheeseburger, french fries, and a
medium soft ^rink. Brown, Hanszen,
and Will Rice Colleges' headwaiters
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charged the correct price of $2.25.
Other colleges charged the following prices: Jones College, $1.80; Sid
Richardson College, $1.90; Wiess
College, $2.15; Lovett College, $2.30;
Baker College, $2.50.
Food prices are not consistent
within the same college either. Another Brown College member, who
went through the lunch line later
than the previous Thresher staffer,
was charged $2.05 for the very same
meal. Another Jones College member paid $2.20 two days later for the
same meal.
Food and Housing Director Marion Hicks and Will Rice headwaiter
Mike Raphael said price discrepancies are due to human error.
Raphael said he believed such
errors should not create a huge problem because "the prices are not too
complicated." He said prices are
standardized for all headwaiters in a
price list provided by Central
Kitchen. Portions are determined by
the colleges' kitchen staff.
Hicks said he believed the human
error was "very significant."
"In the colleges, there's a judgement call so often as to whether the
meal is a special or not One college
will say it is; one will say it isn't,"
Hicks said.
Hicks said CK may lose money
and would seek to correct the problem if the current system was evaluated unfavorably at tlife end of the fall
semester.
*A second problem Raphael found
more significant was that students,
especially those who attend every
meal, might run out of credit on their
meal plan before the semester is
over. Raphael added up possible
charges for the year to see if a typical
student would run out of money.
In his calculations, Raphael set
charges arbitrarily at $2 for breakfast, $3 for lunch, $3 for dinner, $3.25
for brunch and $1.25 for continental
breakfast. These prices are the owl
plate per-meal prices.

OCTOBER 14, 1988

Hearing
discusses
teen clubs
'Why are clubs
being singled out
as a source of the
problem?"
by Anureet Bajaj
The Drug Enforcement Committee of the Houston City Council held a public hearing Tuesday,
October 11, to discuss the possibility of banning 18-to-20-yearolds from nightclubs where alcohol is served.
Some speakers on the fivepage list of scheduled speakers,
including Numbers owner Bruce
Godwin, and Club 6400 co-owners Mike Steinman and Jeff
Beneke, argued against in- Numbers owner Bruce Godwin speaks at Tuesday's City Council hearing
creased regulation of nightclubs. discussing teen nightclubs and a proposed city ordinance.
Members of Young Adults .in
Action also spoke against the increased regulation of nightclubs.
Several members of Parents in Action, a vocal group which has pushed for tighter regulation on nightclubs,
also spoke.
Several Rice students, including Student Association Internal Vice-president Dennis Abbott and Will Rice
College sophomore Chris Briggs, attended the hearing but did not participate.
Abbott described those in attendance at the hearing as a wide variety of people.
, "There were people in nice clothes; there were people in everyday clothes; there were people who had their
heads shaved; and there were people in dance clothes. The people represented every variety of young adult
who like to go to these clubs," he said.
PIA has accused the nightclubs of providing easy access to alcohol and drugs for teenagers.
One woman from Spring, Diane Gates, told the Houston Chtonicle, "Each person in this room knows what
is happening in these clubs. How can you in good conscience allow these vermin to operate these havens that
allow our children to break the law by using drugs and alcohol?"
Nightclub owners have argued that the problems cannot be solved by greater regulation and that nightclubs
are not the only source of the drug problem
In the Houston Chronicle, Numbers owner Bruce Godwin asked, "Why are clubs being singled out as a
SEE PIA, PAGE 9

CK labeled Plan I as the full meal
plan. Plan II is called the partial meal
plan.
^ -Plan I includes a base cost of $425
per semester to cover labor and
other costs. Students may spend the
remaining $575 during the semester. This remaining sum pays for raw
food costs.
Plan I's total cost is $1000. Plan II

costs $825. Both include the $425
base cost which does not apply to
credit on the card. Even were a student not to eat a single meal on
campus, the meal plan would cost
$425.
Every student living on-campus
must purchase either Plan I or Plan
II.
Raphael said he thought prices

for food should be much more
competitive because he found base
costs high. He said he thinks some
current prices are not fair.
According to Raphael's figures, a
student who attends every meal for
the above prices would pay $758 by
the end of the semester, which
means a student with a full plan
SEE PRICKS PAGE 7

Spring teacher evaluations released
by Leslie Raneri
Student evaluations of course
quality and teaching effectiveness
from spring 1988 were compiled and
released. Based on afive-pointscale
with 1.00 as the maximum score, the
university-wide averages for courses
were 1.86 for general course quality
and 1.77 for effectiveness.
Last year's spring semester received means of 1.90 for course
quality and 1.80 for teaching effectiveness.
Twenty-eight undergraduate
courses received scores of 1.00 for
course quality, while 41 received
scores of 1.00 for effectiveness.
Among the divisions, the School
of Humanities had the highest ratings, scoring an average of 1.70 for
course quality and 1.61 for course
effectiveness. It had 15 scores of 1.00
in undergraduate course quality and
23 scores of 1.00 in course effectiveness.
The School of Architecture followed Humanities with average
scores of 1.76 for course quality and
1.83 for course effectiveness. It had

one rating of 1.00 in undergraduate
teaching effectiveness.
The Shepherd School of Music
received average scores of 1.87 for
courses and 1.75 for teaching effectiveness, with 2 scores of 1.00 in
undergraduate course quality and
one score of 1.00 in teaching effectiveness.
The School of Natural Sciences
received an average score of 1.94 for
course quality and 1.95 for teaching.
It received five perfect scores of 1.00
in courses and five in effectiveness
on the undergraduate level.
The School of Engineering received average scores of 1.98 in
course quality and 1.90 in effectiveness. It received no perfect scores in
undergraduate course quality or
teaching effectiveness.
The School of Social Sciences
received average scores of 1.99 for
course quality, including 6 scores of
1.00, and 1.88 in teaching effectiveness, with 11 scores of 1.00.
The Jones Graduate School of
Administration fell last, with course
quality averages of 2.08 and teaching
•effectiveness averages of 1.92.
Courses and faculty were evalu-

ated in 13 different areas: organization, assignments, challenge and
learning, which combined to evaluate the course in general and preparation, presentation, responsibility,
responsiveness, knowledge, independence, and stimulation, which
SEE EVALUATIONS, PAGE 9
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Students should express
opinions, raise some hell
Rice likes to compare itself to other universities when it makes
itself look good. We hear about Rice as the "Ivy League School of the
South," or of the educational bargain from which we benefit in
comparison to Stanford or Bennington. But how do we stack up
against other universities when it comes to overall social education?
At Gaulladet University in Washington, D.C., the deaf student
body protested against the newly-named President, who could not
sign. The president resigned in face of such pressure, and a new,
hearing-impaired president took the reigns at Gaulladet. This happened in 1987.
Two weeks ago, eighty members of the student body stormed the
Board of Governors meeting at Texas Southern University and
demanded to know how their student activities fees were being spent.
Now, the student government has received a voice in the decisionmaking process.
Student apathy is the norm at Rice. That is not to say that student
concern is low, or that student leadership is absent. It only means that
students tend to complain often, and act never.
The Black Student Union, the Student Association and the campus
Republicans and Democrats are notable exceptions to this rule. But
how can these small numbers of people have any effect on the
administration's policies if the large majority of the community
simply sits back and expects these groups to do everything?
Sure, you can bitch about the tuition going up, the lack of minority
faculty, the firing of a professor you like, or whatever. And you can say
you care about informing the Rice population about an issue which
particularly bothers or interests you, from animal cruelty to Presidential politics. But how many of you take your concerns past the
commons door, or even outside your room?
The argument that the-administration will not respond is misguided. Take the single example of student initiative in the past three
years, the BSU's push for a minority affairs office. President Rupp
opposed the idea, but he, unlike former president Hackerman, listened.
The BSU stuck it out through meetings and ultimately spurred
Rupp to act in its favor. This achievement speaks to the many others
out there yet to happen.
Even knowing that success is possible with tenacity, most students
don't speak up in a public forum, where their comments might make
waves. Think about it. What do your opinions matter if you keep them
to yourself?
Here are some suggestions to the activist inside you. If you care
about something, at the very least write a letter to the Thresher. Be
assured, the Board of Governors and the administration read the
paper and register the complaints made. And who knows? You might
start a dialogue on the topic right on the pages of the paper*
Go to the many meetings, forums, and lectures held on campus.
Show your support for the Young Democrats when a speaker comes,
if you are so inclined. Or speak out at a forum, like the upcoming one
on apartheid, if you have a strong opinion. Don't be one of the people
who "meant to go."
Start a protest movement. This may sound outrageous, but sometimes it is necessary. How many of you care that tuition might go up
over $1,000 next year? We know the SA cares, because it is trying to
fight the rise. But publicly it seems no one else cares. Make a stink.
At the very least, call on President Rupp to defend his actions.
And if you just can't decide what to do, ask someone with experience whom you trust for guidance. Lots of professors at Rice have
more experience than you may realize when it comes to social protest
and how to deal with stodgy administrators. Find one. Talk to him or
her. Only you can make that move.
Amnesty International is currently sponsoring a world tour of
Bruce Springsteen, Peter Gabriel, Sting, and other music superstars.
The theme song the group uses is Bob Marley's "Get Up, Stand Up
(Stand Up for Your Rights)."
It's about time people at Rice did just that.

* X KNEW THE IEN3UE CF VWBJ
VOTERS SHOULD HWE SPONSORED "MS DEERE..."
B.U. housing policy demands action
To the editors:
(The following is an open letter to
the Rice community. jWe need your
help. The Student Association office
recently received an appeal from our
fellow students at Boston University
for aid in a matter of grave concern.
Apparently, the B.U. administration
has introduced a new housing policy,
scheduled to be implemented in
January.
These are the changes, as told to
us by Jennifer Rohr of ACT, an executive committee of the B.U. Student Union: "Students will no longer
be allowed to have visitors after 11:00
pm on weeknights and 1:00 am on
weekends. Other Boston University
students who do not live in the same

dormitory are considered visitors.
The only overnight guests to be allowed in B.U. housing will be immediate family members and prospective freshmen. These guests, however, must be of the same sex as the
residents of that room. All of the
roommates must give their consent,
and the Residential Area Director
must give permission."
These policies are, as Ms. Rohr
says, "a direct infringement on students' rights." Boston University
would like to treat these students
like children and violate their civil
rights in the process. If this housing
policy reminds anyone of Baylor,
think about this: in Waco, students
can find relatively cheap housing off

Hiring policy defended
To the editors:
The function of a university is the
teaching and creation of ideas and
abstractions. Merit, in this context,
consists of the ability to understand,
express, and invent these ideas.
Christopher Newfield, in his letter of October 7, 1988, asserts that
"Race, like gender and ethnicity
...constitutes] merjit" Not being a
racist, I reject this suggestion. If I
were black, I would be shocked by
the suggestion that that constitutes a
significant measure of my merit and
that my standing would not be as
high were there no racial distinctions.
I also reject the idea that "quality
of research" and "brilliance of mind"

are determined solely by the reactions of experts in the field to them. If
that were the case, there would be no
need to study any subject—one
could simply conduct telephone surveys.
In the meantime, as to minority
hiring, this university has a stated
policy of not discriminating on the
basis of race, color, creed, sex, or
national origin. I think we should
stick to it
Nets Katz
President, Rice libertarians
Wiess '91

campus. In Boston, they can do no
such thing.
We're asking you, students, faculty, and staff, to write friends, relatives, and colleagues at Boston U. to
express your sympathy and support.
Ms. Rohr's address is ACT, c/o
Campus Ministries, 730 Commonwealth Ave. Room 251, Boston, MA
02215. If you wish to write directly to
the President of Boston University,
send your letters to President John
Silber, 147 Bay State Road, Boston,
MA 02215.
Aid such as this will also increase
public awareness of Rice University
and the spirit of cooperation that
exists in the Rice community. Most
of you will recall the painful news
that we did not place in the top 25 in
the latest U.S. News and World Report survey of academic reputation.
Remember that despite this image
problem, Rice was ranked ninth
•overall. This suggests that the only
factor presently keeping Rice out of
the top five, and eventually out of
number one, is our lack of name
recognition (as a 10/7/88 Thresher
editorial suggested).
Therefore, we again ask you to
express your support for the beleaguered students of Boston U.
Wouldn't you want their support if
the same thing were to happen here?

Adam E. Carr
External Affairs
Vice-President
Student Association
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Arab nations
our best allies
by Mitch Neurock, guest columnist
Many Americans fail to grasp the true nature of our involvement in the Middle East.
Even those who support the continued existence of Israel, for whatever reason, are less
than positive as to the status of U.S. relations
with Israel's Arab neighbors. With few exceptions, Arab countries are America's best
friends in that part of the world.
These nations, which include Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Kuwait, Oman,
the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain, constitute the bloc of moderate political thought in
the Arab world. While the Qu/an may be the
law of the land in many of these countries, they
still lack the revolutionary fervor of Iran, Libya,
Syria, the Sudan, or Algeria. This is bourne out
by the antipathy between Iran and Saudi Arabia, and between Iraq and Kuwait. American
investments in all of these countries are significant; there are large tourist hotels, corporate
operations and military installations, in addition to oil exploration enterprises.
What keeps these nations friendly towards
the U.S.? Until recently, a fear of Soviet adventurism has inspired these national leaders to
look to America for defense of their interests.
The U.S. would be placed in a somewhat uncomfortable positions should the Soviets gain a
strategic advantage there. In addition, there
would be no guarantee that the wealth generated by the production and sale of oil would
continue under Soviet influence.
There are several reasons why the Arab
nations are not viewed well in the U.S. The
most well-known reasons are seen on television during hijacking attempts. Americans
hear the word "Arab" and immediately conjure
up a vision of a gun-toting, hashish-crazed
lunatic. Islamic extremists do appear on our
screens and invariably come from countries
which expound the most extreme philosophies.
Americans also seem to be wary of Arabs as
a result of the oil crises of the 70's. Indeed,
many non-Texans seemed to feel a sense of
jubilation when the bottom dropped out of the
oil market three years ago. Very likely, a
feeling of paranoia still affects Americans when
they think of OPEC and the Arabs.
Americans hearing arguments in favor of
the continued defense of Israel, at the expense
of the Arab countries, should take these arguments with about a pound of salt The chances
for achieving stability in the Middle East will
improve greatly if the U.S. is able to play all its
cards, without undue interference from outside lobbies.
The American Jewish lobby has had a great
deal to do with the way Arabs are regarded in
this country. Through the efforts of such organizations as the American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC), much pressure has
been put not only on members of Congress and
the Administration, but also on the press, to
discourage closer ties between the U.S. and
the Arab nations.
The most compelling evidence of the interference of the Jewish lobby in American foreign policy interests has been in the arms sales
to Arab countries, notably Saudi Arabia, Jordan, and Kuwait With each weapons sale
annoucement, an outcry has arisen from the
American Jewish community. This has been
closely followed by strenuous attempts to
block the sales through congressional and
media pressure. The thought that a bloc vote
could go to one's opponent over a single issue
is enough to cause any career congressman to
think twice before voting military aid to Arab
states.
The withholding of substantial military aid
to the Arab world, spurred on by the American
Jewish lobby, has had detrimental effects on
American foreign policy interests in the
Middle East. While the Iran/Iraq War raged,
with heavy loss of life on both sides, as well as
damage to non-combatant civilians in neighboring countries, the U.S. was unable to sell
arms to Middle Eastern countries, which
would then have been able to defend them
selves. Instead, thanks to AIPAC and other
groups, America had to take steps to defend
these nations directly. This included the reflagging of Kuwaiti tankers, a stepping up of
minesweeping operations in the Persian Gulf,
and ageneral increasing of tensions because of
the superpower presence.
Although it may not be entirely fair, one
could go so far as to claim that AIPAC may be
responsible for the deaths of 37 American
crewmen on the USS Stark, and the 290 passengers aboard the Iran Air jet mistakenly shot
down by the USS Vincennes in July.
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Rupp maintains B average in first three years as President of Rice
If President George Rupp were a
student, he would be preparing to
graduate this year. He would need to
look for a job, apply to graduate
school, or face unemployment. And
he would need someone to write
recommendations for him, based
upon his past three years' performance.
1 think he would be able to receive
good recommendations, if he asked.
Here's mine for him
Rupp has created his own syllabus, and the assignments he has
given himself were not simple. He
could easily call his class ADMIN
799. Moreover, the restrictions

LB
by

Jeff

which he has faced make his task all
the more difficult.
Since Rice is heavily invested in
oil, Rupp had a money problem to
deal with from the very beginning.
The industry bottomed out as Rupp
took office. Even so, he determined
to take on the work load. And he said
"no" when asked if he would take the

You can't be a
first rate
institution
without money....
Where do you
think all this
money comes
from?
Some drawer
somewhere?...
There will be a
tuition increase.
I guarantee it.
And it will be
larger than the
students would
like it to be.
/

—George Rupp
Women Needed
for a
Baylor College of Medicine
Birth Control Pill Experiment
Participants will receive :
• $300.00 Compensation
• FREE birth control pills
• FREE physician exams

For more information,
call Maryanne Reilly
798-7500, ext. 560
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said.
These, too, are still in their inThe assignment: raise the num- fancy.
ber of tenure-tracked professors by
Grade: B.
an average of ten per year, and to investigate a coherent minor/core
Rupp gave himself an additional
curriculum program.
assignment, as reported in the OctoProvost Neal Lane said the Uni- ber 25,1985, Thresher. "It is a longversity began to create the "enhance- term proposition of getting coverage
class pass/fail.
ment positions" in 1987-88. He re- of the quality of the institution,
Grade for initiative: A.
ports, "We've hired 12 people so far events going on here, what's going
to brand new positions all across the on....If you can be distinctive, why be
On September 10, 1985, the campus."
ordinary?" he said.
Thresher revealed Rupp's first asTTiree new positions have been
The task: build Rice's national
signment Rice should "not be so added to the Humanities Division, image.
concerned with high board scores as three to Social Sciences, two to NatuGeorge Will wrote in his nationwith interesting, talented people," he ral Sciences, two to Engineering, and ally syndicated column on March 3,
said. "Rice needs to make an effort to one each to Music and Architecture. 1988, "Houston has one of America's
"I think it's incredible what has cultural jewels, perhaps the best
been accomplished in such a short bargain in higher education."
period of time despite budgetary
He was talking about Rice.
constraints," Lane said. "[Rupp]
And U. S. News and World Report
provided the spark to make it all placed Rice ninth of 204 national
happen."
universities in its 1988 review of colIn addition to the 12 new positions leges and universities. This move
Rupp has added to the faculty, he has marked a jump of five spaces in one
also hired new deans for all but one of year. Rice did not, however, rank in
the academic divisions.
the top 25 universities based on naThe problem here is that no con- tional recognition. U. S. News would
certed effort has been made to en- not reveal where Rice placed in this
sure that Rice attracts minority fac- category.
ulty, either racially or by sex. All the
Even though Rupp said he
new deans are white males, and few wanted to improve Rice's image
minority faculty teach at Rice.
gradually, he has done a superb job
The blame for this incredible situ- in just three years.
ation does not belong entirely to
Grade: A-.
Rupp. Most acknowledge that former president Norman Hackerman
Rupp has also gone for extra
left Rice in the 19th century with credit The Office of Minority Affairs
regard to affirmative action.
was an extra +10. And the fullyPerhaps the tide is turning, but funded newly-staffed Career Servthe leadership has not come fromthe ices Center is fantastic. Another+10.
President's Office to the extent that it
As Associate Director of CSC Lyn
should.
Phillips said, "We're delighted that
"We still have a long way to go in President Rupp is supporting the
minority concerns as a whole, but expansion of services to students in
also just in the area of minority hir- this area"
ing. Maybe we need to sit down and
The cluster programs between
have the Director of [Affirmative the university and the community
Action] develop a cohesive plan," also rank +10.
Clack said.
But along with extra credit come
Therefore, although Rice under demerits.
attract minority students in particu- Rupp has made some headway in
Tuition is going to have to bear
lowering the student-faculty ratio, it more of the load than it has in the
lar," he added.
The homework: attract minority still has a long way to go.
recent past," Rupp told me. "You
students to Rice.
can't be afirstrate in stitutio n without
Grade: C.
money....Where do you think all this
According to Director of Minority
Affairs Cathy Clack, "He had someAnd what about the curriculum money comes from? Some drawer
thing to do with it when it came down revisions? They're in place. The fac- somewhere?...There will be a tuition
to implementing the minority schol- ulty approved the concept of a coher- increase. I guarantee it. And it will be
arship fund. In my opinion that is ent minor on May 1, 1986. It, along larger than the students would like it
what is almost solely responsible for
the tremendous increase we had'in
minority applications this year."
In 1987 Rice had 293 minority
applicants. In 1988 that number rose
to 427 applicants.
Rupp also went further than he
Name:
George Rupp
had ever intended when he created
the Office of Minority Affairs, which
Address: 6100 South Msin
opened this year.
"He originally did not like the idea
Houston, TX 77005
of having an office of minority affairs," Clack said. "When the Black
Student Union first met with him in
Class: A D M I N 799
the spring of 1987 he said that that's
not something he really wanted to
GRADE
SUBJECT
do....But once he decided to go with
it..I don't think he's going to put any
Initiative
obstacles in my way."
Clack also noted that, traditionAttracting Minority Students
ally, Rice has not been open to suggestions to improve minority relaFaculty Enhancements
tions.
"As far as minority relations are
Curriculum Revision
concerned, the University as a whole
has been slow to jump on the bandImage
wagon," she said. "I don't think it's
Dr. Rupp's fault He's got a long hisExtra Credit
tory preceding him. Now he's making the effort to try to go beyond that,
Demerit
and that's a lot of work. And unfortunately it can't be done overnight
We've got a whole racist image that
Comments: On, the. r / o / l t
we have to erase."
"As far as minority concerns are
involved, I have no qualms about
Rupp," she concluded.
b>j22&.
Rupp has made great strides in
the areajaf minority recruiting, despite the 6dds.
with the foundation courses in hu- to be."
Grade: B-.
manities, and social and natural sciWhat about that educational barences, went into effect this year.
gain Will mentioned? -10.
Still, there are many complaints.
On September 13, 1985, the
Well, perhaps three years is too
Thresher reported that Rupp had The courses need revision, accord- early to judge the Rupp administradecided upon his second test Rice ing to my freshman friends. Natural tion, but I feel safe in saying he is on
"must reduce its rate of students to sciences assumes you know every- the right track. I'm glad I'm not in his
faculty and institute curriculum thing already, while HUMA 101 is position, because I want to graduate.
changes that insure that students branded as both too broad to too But, then, he's here for the long haul,
attain more academic breadth," he quickly paced.
and I'm only going for my B. A.
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Burglaries continue around campus
by Karl Kilborn
Rice University Campus Police
have taken a new measure to reduce
further burglary in the residential
colleges.
When a policeman or policewoman finds a room left open, he or
shewillplaceanoticeinside warning
the occupants of the danger of burglary by leaving doors unlocked.
Then the police officer will close the
door for the student.
Campus policemen will not try
closed doors of students' rooms to
check whether they are locked or
not, but they will make sure rooms
and offices in academic buildings are
locked.
Jones College sophomore Paul
Hain returned to his room one day
last week and found a blue card left
by officer Ivan Putzke.
"I think it was a pretty cool thing
for him to do," Hain said. "The door
had been left wide open."
This policy is in response to a
drastic increase in burglary and theft
this fall. Since the beginning of the
semester, there have been nineteen
reported incidents of items taken
from students' rooms, and over
twenty other cases of theft and burglary, including nine stolen cars.
According to the police reports,
most rooms burglarized were unlocked at the time. The most common items taken were wallets and
jewelry.
Chief of Police Mary Voswinkel
said, "In order to reduce burglary we
need to eliminate the opportunity.
"There has to be a partnership
between the Campus Police and students. Students need to help protect
their own property, and they should
call the Campus Police whenever
they see something that doesn't look
right," Voswinkel said.
Since the beginning of this aca-

demic year, the campus police have
arrested an&ptaced charges against
three individuals for trespassing.
After the second arrest, of a transient
discovered near a room at Will Rice
College, the cases of reported burglaries at that college dropped drastically.
Voswinkel said she suspected
transients from Hermann Park and
patients from the many outpatient
mental health and drug-rehabilitation programs at the Texas Medical
Center as the most likely culprits of
this year's increased burglary and
theft She said she does not believe
any Rice students contributed to the
rise in crime.
Voswinkel believes the typical
pattern is that a burglar knocks on
the door to a student's room. If no
one answers after a few minutes, the
burglar tries the door and enters the
room if the door is open. If someone
catches the burglar in the room, he
or she simply claims to be looking for
someone, then leaves. Otherwise, he
or she takes anything of value in
sight.
Under the direction of Putzke,
the Campus Police Station now records incidents of all natures on a
computer system. The records entered for this fall indicated WRC as
the most common location, with fifteen reports, and Wiess College as
second, with six reports. Other
common places included Fondren
Library withfive,and Baker College,
Hanszen College, and Lovett College with four each.
Auto theft has also been a problem this fall. Three auto thefts occured at Parking Lots S and S-l,
behind Sid Richardson College.
Three more occurred at other lots
close to Main Street: one each at Lot
X, behind Lovett College; Lot P,
behind Allen Center, and Lot M,
behind Cohen House. Three occurred further inside the campus:

one in Lot H, by Rice Memorial
Center, and two at Lot 0 , the Stadium Lot
All but one stolen car were GM
cars and trucks. Voswinkel said GMmade cars are most likely targets,
because even recent models have
doors that can be easily opened and
steering columns that allow for easy
"hot-wiring."
Other incidents included six bicycle thefts and several cases of
wallets and backpacks being stolen
from residential college commons
and other public places on campus.
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Campus Police Crime Statistics
October 3,1988 - October 10,1988
(Excerpts)
Time
Location
1:00a.m.
Sid
Criminal trespass.
Intoxicated male watching TV in commons.
4:11a.m. Hanszen
Public intoxication.

10/5/88
10/5/88
10/5/88

6-lOp.ra. Baker
Theft
Backpacktaken from chair in commons.
10/6/88 8:30-9p.m. JLotO
Burglary of vehicle.
AM/FM cassette player takenfrom1988 Cherokee.
10/7/88 unknown Lot0
Autotheft
1986 Chevrolet Silverado pick-up takenfromlot

Briggs resigns to enter private industry
T h e r e is a good possibility that I
would return to the academic environment," Briggs said.
Also, Rice still has ties with
Associate Professor of Electrical
and Computer Engineering Faye Briggs through Sun.
Chairman of the Electrical and
Briggs resigned his active faculty
Computer Engineering Department
position.
His resignation, effective the Sidney Burrus said, "Because Rice
beginning of this school year, leaves has connections with Sun, we still
only two Black tenure-track profes- have access to him, and he to us."
According to Bart Sinclair, also in
sors at Rice.
Briggs now works at Sun Micro- the electrical and computer engicomputer Systems in Sunnyvale, neering department, Briggs went to
California, where he spent last year Sun "primarily to get some more
on sabbatical. He has retained ties to experience and exposure to what
Rice as an adjunct professor, advises went on in the real world."
Acording to Burrus, Briggs said
a graduate student and may return to
he would return to Rice if he could
campus occasionally.
Briggs, who is Nigerian, stressed have a lighter teaching load, allowthat the lack of minority professors at ing him to devote more time to reRice had no affect on his decision to search.
"He was a person with a lot of
leave Rice.
" It wasn't at all that I felt there was interests, not only in teaching and
prejudice
The color of the skin is research," Sinclair said.
Briggs has been on the Rice facnot just it. I'm from a different cultural and national background," he ulty for several years, although he
has been on leave for some of that
said.
Although he is currently focusing time. He taught courses on comon private industry, Briggs does not puter architecture, including Electrirule out the possiblity of future aca- cal Engineering 425, an advanced
graduate course, and several semidemic work.

by Mich£le Wucker

nars.
"Rice has very capable professors
and students. Rice students were
among the most brilliant I'd seen, but
I didn't feel that they were always
challenged to their full potential,"
Briggs said.
In 1984, Briggs co-authored a
book called Computer Architecture
and Parallel Processing.
The department has hired two
new professors, John Bennett and
Joe Caballero.
They, along with other professors, will cover the classes Briggs
taught and fill an empty position in
the department.
Plans for increasing the number
of minority professors at Rice should
be ready by the end of this year,
according to Director of Affirmative
Action Eva Lee.
"There are considerable plans in
the making, but they are not finalized
yet," she said. c
Affirmative Action is handled
through individual departments or
divisions, as are all faculty hirings.
Future policy would probably work
along the same lines, according to
Lee.
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Rice Young Democrats join campaign for Senator Bentsen
by Sue-Sun Yom
At the George R. Brown Convention Center, 28 Rice students participated in a fundraiser Friday, October
6, forTexas Senator Lloyd Bentsen's
re-election campaign. T h e Rice
Young Democrats formed part of the
Bentsen Bumper Sticker Brigade
and afterwards attended a $100 a
plate reception to hear speeches by
Texas Governor Bill Hobby and
Bentsen.
Memorial High School,The High
School for Law Enforcement, Iamar
High School, Eisenhower High
School, and Bellaire High School
sent another 38 students.
The Rice Young Democrats also

m a d e brief a p p e a r a n c e s . T h e
Bentsens circulated in the crowd,
meeting nearly all the Rice volunteers.
Bentsen's Republican opponent
for the U.S. Senate race is Beau
Boulter. Bentsen mentioned in his
speech he could not withdraw from
the race without forfeiting to the
Republicans by default. W e r e
Bentsen to win both the vice-presidential and senatorial races and resign from the Senate, Hobby could
call for a special election to fill the
vacant Senate seat
Bentsen delivered a short speech
to the crowd. He stressed advances
in trade policy as one of his accomplishments.
"[Foreign investors] have pur-

Rice Young Democrat Kristina Velasquez m e e t s Lloyd Bentsen

arranged to meet Bentsen at Hobby
Airport earlier in the afternoon and
helped to escort him in a motorcade
it> the Hyatt Hotel.
The
students
distributed
"Bentsen U.S. Senator in '88"
bumper stickers outside the convention center before the event
Jones College senior Stacey Gilstrap said about her participation,
"I'm really excited about this campaign. All the energy is up, and I see
all these people helping o u t It's really refreshing to see all this student
support"
Senator Bentsen, Mrs. Lloyd
B e n t s e n , Lan B e n t s e n , Lloyd
Bentsen III, and William P. Hobby

chased 10 percent of the manufacturing base of our country...20 percent
of our*banks, 46 percent of the commercial' real estate in Los Angeles.
And every week when we go and sell
U.S. securities...we endanger some
of our economic future.
"And that's why it's important that
this country have a trade policy and
that we keep the jobs at home and
export the products abroad. And the
thrust of that [Senate-approved
Bentsen-Danforth] trade bill is just
this: that any country that has full
access to our markets, we're entitled
to full access to their markets.
"And the best of America is yet to
come...It's going to take strong lead-

The Credit Card
That LetsYou
Shop In MoreThan
60 Countries.

ership, committed leadership, cour a g e o u s leadership, and h a r d
work...In 18 years in the Senate, I've
been working to build a better
America...We can accomplish that
by winning it big on November the
eighth," Bentsen said.
Harris County Coordinator for
Bentsen's Re-Election Campaign
and County Coordinator for Campaign '88 Scott J. Atlas estimated that
the event raised about $250,000.
Atlas said he was pleased with the
student support at the fundraiser.
"I think that giving up so many
hours on a Friday night to help make
sure that some of the details of this
fund-raiser were done properly was a
good sign that students are willing to
spend time getting involved in the
political process. This is what a
campaign's all about, a grassroots
effort," he said.
"I hoped they learned two things:
first, to learn that politics just requires people willing to contribute in
some small way to the campaign. If
it's not money, then time. I hope that
they learned that you don't need to
be an experienced politician to make
a significant d i f f e r e n c e in a
campaign...I hope that by being here
tonight, they had a chance to see the
kind of broad support that Senator
Bentsen has, and by listening to him
speak, a chance to hear someone
who is probably one of the great men

we'd be in a lot better shape if he'd
been talking to the president He
obviously had considerable expertise in the oil business; he was working under a president who had none.
There were so many things he could
have done, I see the economic issue
as crucial."
Regarding Bentsen's influence
on presidential candidate Michael
Dukakis' more liberal viewpoints,
Atlas pointed out the energy and
space issues.
"Atlas said he believed these were
issues particularly significant to
Texas.
"Dukakis, after about a year and a
half looking at the idea of a manned
space station and being noncommital about it, spent 30 days listening to
what Senator Bentsen had to say and
came full-circle in support of i t
"And at the energy symposium,
Dukakis announced he would, immediately after sworn in as president, conduct a major energy forum
that would be chaired by Senator
Bentsen and put this country's energy policy on the table to make
decisions about its future.
"In the energy area and the space
area, two areas of critical importance
to the Texas economy, Bentsen's
already had a significant effect on
Mike Dukakis' views. No one who
knows Lloyd Bentsen thinks he's
going to be a wallflower," Atlas said.

Schmidt
discusses
East-West
relations
by Mich£le Wucker
In a panel discussion at the University of Houston Wednesday, form e r West German chancellor
Helmut Schmidt warned against
viewing the world as an opposition
between East and West.
The Center for Public Policy
sponsored the discussion, entitled
"Western Europe and the Eastern
Bloc: Evolution of Postwar Relations."
The panel, which also included
scholars and statesmen Walt Rostow
and Helmut Sonnenfeldt and foreign
affairs author and commentator
Harrison Salisbury, addressed the
future of relations between Eastern
and Western Europe.
Panelists outlined anticipated
trends through the end of this century. Those trends include world
politics shaped by more major actors, not dominated by two superpowers; the likelihood of increased
nationalism among East-bloc countries; and the need for strong world
leadership.

Leadership

In addition to furniture, clothing, baskets and
housewares, Pier 1 now offers plastic. Apply for
our new credit card at any Pier 1 Imports.

in U.S. and Texas politics.
"It's not only me who sees Harris
County as pivotal but both national
campaigns. The battle is being
waged in very few counties. T h e
people who pick up the wins in Harris County and two or three others
will almost certainly win the election.
"We have made a significant effort on college campuses. We have a
student coordinator, Pete Patterson,
who has visited on Rice campus and
every campus in Harris County by
now...visiting various campuses to
make sure that students there knew
that we care what happens to them. I
hope that every student on the campus will pay attention to this election.
I think it's one of the most important
elections we've had in a long time,"
AUas said.
About the presidential election,
Atlas said he believes George Bush
has neglected the Texas economy.
" I think that George Bush has had
eight years to demonstrate whether
he cared about Texas, and he has
seen fit to sit back and let the Texas
economy crumble. Our banks have
crumbled, our oil business has
crumbled, and all of that has been
reflected in the economic hardship
that a lot of parents of students on the
Rice campus have suffered.
T h e things that George Bush is
saying, he should have been saying
for the last eight years. I wish he had;

Schmidt said, "There is no leadership in the West. We are just muddling through."
He said out of the future world
powers, it is "inevitable and necessary that the leadership come out of
this very country." However, after
the audience applauded, he commented that "right now it doesn't
look that way."
Schmidt predicted by the end of
the next decade, there will be five
major powers instead of two. The
People's Republic of China will join
the United States and the Soviet
Union as major military powers.
Japan and theLJS will dominate the
economic and financial world, as will
the European Economic Community.
Rostow agreed that the idea of an
East-West polarization is on its way
out. "The Cold War is going to wither
away if there is any rationality in the
world," he said.
He also suggested that India,

Former West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt shares his views on East-West
J
relations at the Wortham Theater.

Brazil and Mexico will gain much
prominence in world affairs.

Changes in the USSR
Recent changes in the Soviet
Union, according to the panelists,
will have a profound effect on intraEuropean relations. As aresult o f t h e
recent changes in Soviet policy,
Eastern Bloc countries will try to
establish their own identities and
explore "how to make their own
societies function in a way consistent
with their national aspirations," Sonnenfeldt said.
"In country after country in Eastern Europe, the unnaturalness and
'un-viability' of what was established
and imposed by force in the 1940s
has become apparent," he said.
"It is far from clear, despite talk of
restructuring and openness, that
this generation of Soviet leaders is
prepared to see leadership in Eastern Europe," he cautioned.
Schmidt pointed out that "it is
probable that the Soviet leaders
would wish to maintain their grip
over Eastern Europe. If they lose that
grip, it could potentially undermine
the position of Gorbachev at home."
Panelists agreed that US—Soviet
relations have affected Eastern and

Western Europe, but that Europe
has acted independently of the two
superpowers. "The downfall of detente did not necessarily lead to a
parallel downfall of relations in Europe," Schmidt said.

Looking to the future
Panelists agreed that world leaders should look to the future to help
guide their nations into the twentyfirst century.
"We should make some kind of
statement as to what we envision,"
Sonnenfeldt said.
"It is time for governments to say
more than just 'it is unnatural for
Europe to be divided'," he said.
Schmidt cautioned against losing
sight of individual rights in the process of moving ahead. "Stability in
Europe must not ever be identified
as the ultimate moral or ethical purpose," Schmidt said. Instead, "freedom of the people" should take
precedent.
He recommended future policymakers try to maintain the balance
of power and avoid interfering with
the domestic affairs of other countries.
"Let things by themselves as they
ripen and mature," he said.
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SA program gives money to charities
The Student Association Charities Committee distributed cards
this week for students to pledge
support for Houston's local charities
as part of the SA's Meal-A-Month
program. The SA will distribute
monetary donations to different
charities from students' meal plans
each month.
The eight charities correspond to
the eight months of the school year.
The college headwaiters will deduct
three dollars from the students' accounts as if charging for another
meal. A student may sign up for as
many as eight charities.
The charities represented are:
Big Brothers/Big Sisters, American
Cancer Society, Victim's Assistance
Center, Habitatfor Humanity, World
Vision, Epilepsy Association of
Houston, Houston Area Women's
Center, and Students Against Mus-

cular Dystrophy.
A similar program with Oxfam
caused problems last year for Central Kitchen. The Oxfam program
asked students to skip a meal for
famine relief. The program failed
because people would show up to eat
anyway.
Charities committee co-chairman Joy Somma said, "It's my concern that the students understand
that by giving a meal a month, they
are not required to skip a meal. It's
not going to come out of something
that they need to give up here."
This year, the SA proposed the
Meal-a-Month plan to CK before the
plan began.
"We've talked to Bill Boroom and
he's very receptive to our ideas,"
Somma said.
CK will deduct a total 10 percent
from the money donated by students. CK will deduct eight percent
sales tax, and a two percent handling
fee.

Some students have raised concerns about the length of time necessary for the headwaiters to process
the ID numbers.
"I went to the headwaiters' meeting on September 29, and they didn't
have any problem with it," Somma
said.
Charities committee co-chairman Mark Norman said, "A worst
case scenario for the headwaiters
would be if eveiyone pledges. There
would be 220 numbers. If it takes 40
seconds per entry, that's two and a
half hours tops per whole semester."
Jones College headwaiter Dave
French said, "I think that it's a good
idea. People don't have to see the
money taken from them so they're
more likely to g i v e . . . It's painless."
Cards will be accepted until the
end of the semester. For more information, contact a college representative, Joy Somma, Lisa Montez, or
Mark Norman; or go to the SA office
in the Rice Memorial Center.

Baker college night calmer than usual
by John Murphey
Compared to past years, Baker
College's fall college night September 30 passed quietly. This year
Cabinet members voted for a formal
program with a dress code and
speeches.
Recent college nights have been
characterized by food fights, drunkenness, excessive noise during
speeches, and general chaos. Last
spring, a food fight left Baker with a
$360 clean-up bill and complaints
about the chaos.
Baker College Cabinet voted to
support a proposal making this fall's
night a more formal affair. The Cabi-

net decided to enforce a dress code
and not to allow drunken students to
attend. Cinda Kassing said everyone
was allowed to attend.
While freshmen had nothing to
compare the night with, manyupperclassmen seemed to feel something
was missing in the new format. Most
students left the dinner and never
returned to the party in the outer
commons.
Kassing said she believes parents' weekend or too many campus
police affected the party's success.
Four Campus Police officers were at
the party. "We hired and paid for the
two officers required by the alcohol
policy. I don't know why the others
were hanging around," she said.

Campus police sergeant Ken
Nipe said, "I wasn't there, but the
general policy is this. Let's say
there's two officers on duty. We'll
send other officers around to check if
they're on duty. If there's two male
officers, we'll send a female to check
the bathrooms if anyone's sick or
something."
The impact of these changes has
not been detected in other college
nights yet. Sid Richardson College
will hold the next college night Friday, October 21. SRC social coordinator Jennifer Stobie said no major
changes are planned. They will have
a "dry" college night followed by a
non-alcoholic 7th floor party after
dinner.

PLAN I
DEFICIT

$758

$183

$723

$148

$323

$559

-$16

$159
(refund)

Every dinner, lunch,
brunch

PLANK
DEFICIT

These figures are based on estimate of 79 weekday serving days and 28
weekend serving days with the following prices:
$3 dinner, lunch
, $2 breakfast
$3.25 brunch
$1.25 continential breakfast
The above does not include the $425 base cost
•Source: Will Rice College head waiters.

Prices
FROM PAGE 1

would have to add an extra $183. A
student on a partial plan would have
to add $358.
Raphael based his figures on a
semester of 79 serving days.
Hanszen College food representative Kristina Velasquez said, T h e
full meal plan is supposed to accomodate students at two meals a day, no
visits to Sammy's, and no 70-cent or
95-cent drinks. Basically that means
no extras."
Hicks admitted it was possible for
some students to exceed the alloted
$575, particularly if attending every
meal. He said he would be willing to
reimburse any such student provided that student had not eaten at
Sammy's cafeteria, had not gone
over owl plate prices, and had not
allowed other students to charge
meals on his account.
Raphael said it was not possible to
check whether a student had allowed other students to use his meal
credit.
However, Hicks said he is currently developing an efficient computer program to allow him to check
a student's record accurately.
"I'll work with the students one to

presents A

v

COME

TOTAL COST

Every meal
Every meal

STORE

\
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MEAL PLAN SCENARIOS
MEALS PURCHASED

by Harlan Howe
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one. I'm going to be fair no matter
what the case," Hicks said.
Hicks said in estimating charges
for meal plans, he assumed students
would generally miss about 25 percent of their meals. Experience has
told me that there will be a missed
meal factor," he said.
According to Hicks' records, the
average student on Plan 1 had used
22 percent of the $575 balance by
September 28, which is 28 percent of
the serving days. The students on
Plan II had spent 26 percent of the
$400 balance in the same time.
"The average student is about 6
percent ahead of me. Those are dollars I don't have in my budget," Hicks
said.
Hicks was not ready to quantify
the amount of money that food service might lose y e t
However, evaluating present
operating statements versus those
from one year ago, Hicks said,"In
general, we're running pretty good.
I'm anticipating that we're going to
come a long way."
Hicks said he expects a drop in future food costs because students are
becoming more selective in what
they buy this year. He said he expects CK will be able to estimate the
amount of food to purchase more
accurately in the future.
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N ewsbriefs
by Ross Goldberg

BSU sponsors
apartheid discussion
The Black Student Union will
sponsor a forum on apartheid Thursday, October 20, at 7:30 p.m. in Sewall Hall 301.
Panel members will include
members of the Student Coalition
Against Apartheid, Art Deshon, a
leader in the University of Houston
divestment campaign, and Ada
Edwards, a local representative of
TransAfricaL
The group will discuss the question of Rice University's divestment.

Sontag to address
AIDS paranoia
Author Susan Sontag will speak
on "Illness as Metaphor" Thursday,
October 26, at 8 p.m. in Grand Hall of
the Rice Memorial Center. The address will be the second in the 198889 President's Lecture Series.
Sontag will analyze ways in which
socicty projects its fears and contradictions onto dreaded diseases such
as AIDS and cancer.

Rice receives grant
for minority students
The ARCO Foundation has given
Rice University and 23 other universities and colleges nearly a million
dollars in grants to recruit and retain
undeirepresented minority students
pursuing careers in engineering,
science and business.
Grantswillbeusedforthe recruitment of specialists to work with

minority high schools, the hiring of
counselors, tutors and workshop
organizers.
Twenty-two criteria were used by
the Foundation to evaluate the engineering grant proposals. These included the strength of existing minority student programs, percent of
minority engineering enrollment
and minority graduates and the academic disciplines being considered
for support. Individual grants
rangedfrom $10,000 to $50,000.

Rice University
Press to release
professor's book
Assistant professor of Photography Peter Brown will have his publication, Seasons of Light, released on
November 1, by the Rice University
Press.
Seasons of Light is a collection of
photographs and fictional stories by
Brown and an essay and poems by
poet Denise Levertov.
The Press describes the publication as "a unique blend of fiction and
color photographs that shows how a
work of art evolves in the mind of the
artist and what that work evokes in
the observer. It works to establish a
dialogue between two creative media"
Levertov wrote an essay and several poems in response to the photographs. She is currently on the faculty of the English Department at
Stanford University.

lammarino receives
Service award
Associate Professor and Coordinator of Health Education Nicholas

K. lammarino is the recipient of the
American School Health Association's Distinguished Service Award.
The award acknowledges the
exemplary contributions of ASHA
members for their contributions to
the Association. lammarino has
served as a manuscript reviewer for
the Journal of School Health, and is
currently serving a three-year term
on ASHA's Governing Council.
lammarino is the Pre-medical Advisor for students wishing to enter
medicine or other health-related
fields at Rice.

Swarthmore-Rice
offer exchange
An exchange program exists between
Rice University and
Swarthmore College for qualified
students in the fall semester of their
sophomore, junior or senior year.
Swarthmore is a non-denominational college located in a residential
suburb of Philadelphia in eastern
Pennsylvania. It was founded in the

1860's by the religious Society of
Friends, and has a distinguished
history. Its academic standards are
similar to those at Rice, and its enrollment of about 1300 is more or less
evenly divided between men and
women.
One student from Swarthmore,
Carolyn Black of Wiess. is spending
the current semester at Rice.
Students interested in this program
should
consult
the
Swarthmore College Bulletin in the
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs for information concerning courses offered and special honors programs.
Letters of application to participate in the exchange for the fall
semester 1989 should include a" a
brief autobiography, reasons for
applying, and a proposed course of
study.
Each application must be accompanied by a recommendation from
the student's major department, or
college master in the case of freshmen and sophomores, and by a supporting letter from another member

ofthe faculty. Forms for these letters
are available in the Office of the Vice
President for Student Affairs, 101
Lovett Hall.
Prior approval of transfer credit
for each course should be requested
from the registrar. Courses to be
taken at Swarthmore which will
apply to the student's major must
also be approved by the relevant
department
The exchange operates on a onefor-one basis with each student continuing to pay all charges and fees to
his or her home school During the
semester at Swarthmore each Rice
student will retain all financial aid for
which he or she may be eligible. Rice
students will reside in Swarthmore
housing and participate in the meal
plan.
All applications and their supporting letters should be in the office of
the Vice President for Student Affairs no later than Friday January 20,
1989.
Students accepted into the program for the fall semester 1989 will
be notified in March or April of 1989.

New Japanese culture club in action
by Harlan Howe
The Nippon Cultural Society, a
new club registered with the Student
Association, began to hold its weekly
Friday meetings in the Hanszen
College loft at noon.
Founder of NCS Kyoko Takashima said NCS aims to "promote
better understanding of Japan, its
culture and people, and to give
members an opportunity to meet
others with similar interests."
Jones College junior Takashima
is a transfer student from University
of Texas at Austin, where she was
president of the Japanese Students'
Association.
"When I came here, I was pretty
surprised that there was no Japanese

Students' Association here," Takashima said.
Although NCS sounds similar to
the Oriental Culture Club, already a
campus club, the NCS is much more
Japanese-oriented, Takashima said.
However, response to NCS has
been positive. President of Chinese
Student Association Spencer Yu
said, "I think it's great that they have
their own organization for people
who are interested. People can join
both the Chinese and Japanese
clubs. It's a good way to spread
awareness about Oriental culture
and combat stereotypes and prejudice."
Currently, there are 20 members,
although Takashima does hope to
increase the membership. "I hope to
get more members from the Japa-

nese class. The new Japanese
teacher is in the club," Takashima
said.
At its October 2 meeting, NCS
members made Sebazuru. Although
the tradition of Sebazuru is to fold
1000 origami paper cranes as a getwell wish for the Japanese emperor,
NCS members only made 500.
The Festival ofthe Rising Sun will
be the 15 and 16 of October in the
Village. Other plans are tours of local
Japanese businesses, joint activities
with the Japan America Society and
JSA at UT Austin, Japanese films,
and preparing and eating authentic
Japanese foods.
"It's progressing pretty well.
We're probably going to have t-shirts
and study sessions, too," Takashima
said.
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for details
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Evaluations
FROM PAGE 1

combined to give the general effectiveness of the teacher.
Several teachers stood out because of their consistently high
marks in more than one class. Assistant Professor of Ancient Studies
Harvey Yunis received ten out of
thirteen scores of 1.00 in CIAS 352,
and thirteen scores of 1.00 in GREE
302 and GREE 492.
Assistant Professor of English
Christopher Newfield received
scores of 1.00 in course effectiveness
and teaching effectiveness for EN GL
272,1.00 in course effectiveness and
1.50 for teaching effectiveness in
ENGL 407, and across-the-board
ratings of 1.00 for ENGL 422.
History professor Steven Zdatny
received 8 scores of 1.00 in HIST272,
and 12 scores of 1.00 in HIST 372,
with 1.00's in both course and teaching evaluations. Steven Crowell received 1.26 for course quality and
1.06 for teaching effectiveness for
HUMA 261, and 1.20 for course
quality and 1.11 for teaching effectiveness for HUMA 361.
Other highly rated teachers in
courses of ten or fewer students included Associate Professor of Anthropology Michael Fischer (ANTH
333), Professor of Art and Art History Katherine Brown (HART 418),
Humanities professor Jane Gallop
(HUMA375), Italian professor Anna
Caflisch (ITAL 102), and Professor
of Math Thomas Garrity (MATH
122).

Highly rated teachers in courses
of more than ten people included
English professor Dennis Huston
(ENGL 340), Religion professor
Werner Kelber (RELI310), Religion
professor Elizabeth Heitman (RELI
463), Linguistics professor Lilly
Chen (CHIN 102) and Assistant
Professor of Architecture William
Sherman (ARCH 402).
A statement accompanying the
evaluations indicated that numerical
ratings were only one aspect of the
evaluation process, which also in-

cluded written comments about the
course and teacher.
The statement cautioned that
numerical ratings were not the final
evaluation of a teacher, since ratings
are often dependent upon the size of
the class, the number of respondents
to the evaluation, and whether or not
the class is required.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Ronald Stebbings said, "They
(teacher evaluations) are indeed a
measure of the quality of teaching,
but that measure is an imperfect one,
because they favor those who teach
larger classes and tend to discriminate against those who teach re-

Faculty
FROM PAGE 1

core courses and courses in a student's field of emphasis. Fields of
emphasis will include Art History,
History, Medieval literature, Music,
Philosophy, and Religion.
All medieval studies majors must
complete the following core classes:
HIST 202 (Medieval History);
HUMA 320 (Introduction to Medieval Culture); LATI10land LATI102
(Elementary Latin I and I J); HART
205 (Introduction to the History of
Art) or MUSI 222 (Historical Studies
of Music); PHIL 201 (History of Philosophy I) or RELI 312 (History
ofWestern Religion) or RELI 453
(History of Christianity I).
Drew recommends medieval
studies as a supplementary major,
although a student may major in only
medieval studies.
"Medieval studies is just a good
general liberal arts major which will
give a student more breadth in his
studies than with a single major,"
Drew said.
Faculty members said they believed a student taking it as his only
major would hurt his chances with
prospective employers.
Drew said students who graduate
as medieval studies majors have as
many options for jobs and further
education as other liberal arts majors.
T h e student can apply for law

m

;

E. Tinsley, D. Gorczynski, and V. Ryan listen to members of PIA and many young
adults at Tuesday's City Council hearing.

PIA
FROM PAGE 1

source of the problem?" Godwin said
marijuana is easily available and
openly smoked in other public
places like the Sam Houston Coliseum and the Summit
At PIA's urging, District H Councilman Dale Gorczynski offered a
motion earlier this summer to close
nightclubs to anyone under 21 years
of age. He tabled the motion when it
encountered significant opposition
at the July 20 City Council meeting.
If this legislation were passed, it
would only affect those clubs holding a Class "A" dance hall license,
and would not affect clubs like
Willy's Pub.
At the September 2 meeting of
the Drug Enforcement Committee,
Gorczynski promised a public hearing for members of the Houston
community to express opinions on
both sides of the issue. <
District G Councilwoman
Christin Hartung and District C
Councilman Vince Ryan also serve
on the Drug Enforcement Committee charged with investigating the
issue.
This summer PIA succeeded in
its request to the city to force nightclubs to close at 2 a.m. Nightclub

owners and students have expressed
resentment at PIA's continued efforts.
Although Will Rice College senior Charlotte Fischer did not attend
Tuesday's hearing, she has followed
the controversial issue closely since
the summer. She said she believed
banning 18-to-20-year-olds from
nightclubs is not the solution.
"You can get alcohol and drugs
anywhere. I mean, there are people
who go to clubs who do drugs, and
there are people who don't do drugs.
There are people who drink, and
there are people who don't drink... If
the problem is with drugs and alcohol, I don't think the answer is to
close nightclubs to 18-21 year-olds,"
Fischer, who regularily attends
Numbers, Excess, and 6400, said.
Jones College senior Kathy
Wetmur agreed.
"No one who goes to these clubs
hasn't been exposed to drugs and
alcohol before. It's going to be more
of a hassle to get into these places
because more people are going to
get fake ID'stogetintotheseplaces,"
she said. Wetmur said she primarily
goes to Fast and Cool.
Hanszen College junior Tre Fischer added,"I think that it (banning
18-to-20-year-olds from nightclubs)
is a band-aid solution to a big problem. In my opinion, the parents on
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quired classes."
He said although those professors who receive teaching awards
are among the best teachers on
campus, "excellent teachers have
not been so recognized, in part, because they are limited to small and
required classes."
Also, Stebbings said the evaluations are "valuable for providing
feedback to professors who are interested in improving the quality of
their own teaching."
Stebbings did not know why the
evaluations were released so late.
Evaluations are normally released
before classes begin.
school, medical school, as well as
pursue a career in music or art history," Drew said.
Area Majors
The faculty discussed and approved restrictions on area majors.
No student may declare an area
major in the last semester before
graduation, and no area major can be
created and approved within three
semesters of graduation.
Vice President for Student Affairs
Ronald Stebbings said the restric-
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President George Rupp speaks at
Monday's faculty meeting.

tions will ensure that area majors are
"well thoughtout" A student will not
be able to declare an area major at
the last minute that allows him to
graduate. Stebbings said there are
currently no restrictions on when
students may create area majors.
Academic Performance
The faculty received a report
from Space Physics professor
Arthur Few about the academic performance of student-athletes and
Shepherd School entrants. The
study concludes student-athletes'
academic performance in recent
years has been almost identical to
regular students' performance.
The average GPA for athletes is
2.86; for non-athletes, it is 3.0. Fortyeight percent of student athletes
have a GPA of 3.0 or higher, while 50
percent of non-athletes do. There
have been no academically ineligible
athletes during the past two years.
Stebbings said student-athletes
"graduate at a rate to all intents and
purposes identical to that of the student body at large."
This graduation rate is partly
because of the athletic department's
willingness to help student-athletes'
classroom performance. Studenta t h l e t e s ' class a t t e n d a n c e is
checked, free tutors are readily available, and freshman atheletes attend
mandatory study halls.
Stebbings said, "The purpose of
the report is to provide further information to faculty about admissions
criteria for those students. It has
become customary at the first faculty
meeting of the year to hear the report."

PIA are making a ^capegtfat of the
nightclubs for their (the parents')
inability to control their children."
Fischer and many other Rice students also regularly go to the nightclubs which are being attacked by
PIA
Abbott said, "I definitely think
this is something some Rice students could take an interest in."
However, to date, no groups from
Rice have formed to specifically
address this issue.
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Outreach Day '88
RSVP offers excitement, fun,
satisfaction in annual project
Text by Jean Chen; Photos by James Yao
About 500 people participated in one of 27 volunteer activities for Outreach
Day, the third annual, all-day volunteer project organized by the Rice Student
Volunteer Program. Approximately 650 Rice faculty, staff, and students and
University of St Thomas students signed up to participate in the project on
Saturday, October 8.
"We had a pretty good turnout, especially if you consider the GRE and the
ft
football game [on the same day]," Director of RSVP Kim Copeland said.
This year, more emphasis was placed on activity-oriented projects rather
than orientation sessions. Fifteen projects required physical or creative
involvement as opposed to the 12 orientation sessions. This change was a
result of the fallen expectations of many students who had hoped to actively
participate and instead found lecture-type activities last year.
The spectrum of the activities was the same, including adult literacy, youth,
hospital, home refurbishing, and Food Bank programs. Twenty-two of the
events were carried over from last year's 29 events.
RSVP college representatives aggressively recruited students. Many
representatives went door to door, and others manned tables daily at the
library and the Rice Memorial Center.
Student response for the day was
very positive, Copeland said.
"We got a lot of evaluations back
and, for the most part, everyone had
a really good time. The whole day
went smoothly,"Copeland said.
Jones sophomore Julie Jiskra
said, "I didn't think I would enjoy it.
But, 1 had fun—I met Jehovah (a
senile old man) and played bingo.
I'm thinking about continuing in the
project."
Many participants found their
activities informative and thought
provoking.
"The main reaction of participants
of the Youth Victim/Witness activity
was
enthusiasm,"
activity
coordinator Shelley Carter said. "All
agreed that the orientation shed
much light on young victims of
crime," she continued.
Professor of History Gale Stokes
said "everyone was chipper, and
much was done on the building
[Casa de Esperanza project]. I did
TOP: Hanszen senior Becky Garfein discusses health care at Hermann Hospital's
some gardening and the others
pediatric fair. MIDDLE LEFT: Two children investigate a prize given to them at the
painted the interior. I enjoyed myself
Children for Children Festival. MIDDLE RIGHT: Jennifer Salisbury and Kristina Baizan
immensely."
watch Girl Scouts perform at the Children for Children Festival, benefitting abused
Chairman of RSVP Chris Nikirk
and neglected youngsters in Harris County. BOTTOM LEFT: Lovett sophomore
said, "We consider "this year's
Howard Huang talks to a boy at the Children for Children's Festival. BOTTOM RIGHT:
Outreach Day to be a success. We
A child readies for a sack race at the festival.
had about the same number of
participants as last year, but we're
more organized this year and kept
tabs on those who showed up. We're
also very lucky to have many
talented people in charge, especially
Kim Copeland, the new RSVP director, Thane Naberhaus, the Outreach Day coordinator, and all the project
coordinators."
"We also had more staff involvement this year, and even some students from St. Thomas participated," Nikirk said.
The bulk of RSVP's budget for Outreach Day was spent on T-shirts, which were given to the participants. The rest
of the money was spent on refreshments, a party co-sponsored with Sid Rich, and a few of the projects themselves.
T h i s year we decided to buy T-shirts instead of having a Barbeque Banquet, like we did last year," Copeland said.
The T-shirt design was created by Will Rice College senior Jon Rasich.
Outreach Day was initiated in the 1986-87 school year by James Mustacchia, founder of RSVP, to expose Rice
students to community service and build continued interest in volunteer work. Many students continue in their
volunteer work after Outreach Day.
"If someone didn't get to do a project that they were interested in, just call or come by the RSVP office, and we'll
send them information," Copeland said.
"Also, since we had such a large turnout for children's activities, we're going to organize a group to go and help
Big Brothers and Sisters and the Depelchin Children's Center with their Haunted House. We're also going to
organize a day later in the year centered solely on children's activities," Copeland said. Anyone interested should
contact the RSVP office or your college RSVP representative.
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TALKS ABOUT SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE,
COMEDY CLUBS AND MR. MASHED
POTATO HEAD
names."
Hall is probably the most recognized
out of the NNTN cast, mainly because of
his involvement with Sniglets. For those
• this
his Sunday night, Rich Hall, the
Of you kiddies that were born in 1970
man that brought Sniglets to the world,
and were probably still watching The
will be appearing at the Comedy WorkElectric Company in those days, Sniglets
shop. But don't think he's going to stand
on a stage reading from Sniglet books for dre words that should be in the dictionary
but aren't. For example, a sealywheelie
a couple of hours. Whether you haw
is "the startled reaction when you turn
noticed or not, Hall has been involved in
over in bed and realize there's no more
a wide range of comedy feats for several
bed in that direction."
years. In his unusual club act, he tears
the surface from mundane matters and
In addition to NNTN, Hall did a one-year
exposes"them as bizarre and funny.
Stint on Saturday Night Live in 1985.
Although he describes the year as "a
"That was the problem with Not
good growing period," he wasn't very
Necessarily the News [the cable
happy with the season.
comedy show where Sniglets began],"
says Hall. "It was very constricting for the
, "None of it was fun. The cast that year
performers. The news clips were the
was basically collected to save the show.
stars. Although people recognize the
We were all uprooted for a year, living in
stars' faces, they don't know' their
New York. It was a powerful lineup—Billy
Ciystal, Martin Short. It was a group of
people used to more material control
than they had on SNL.
"We all planned to restructure things,
you know, avoid the lame sketches and
so on, but after a few weeks it became
obvious that that wasn't going to be
possible. The director, Davy Wilson, had
his own set ideas about how things
should be staged.
"And it wasn't very pleasant working
with a gun to your head, expected to

T

have a great show every Tuesday
afternoon.
"In the end, I just concentrated on
developing characters, parodies and
impressions. I developed a good set of
characters that year. SNL is very good for
character development. The people that
are remembered from SNL are associated with specific characters they
portrayed. The weekly format nurtured
that.
"My favorite part of it was doing the
news, because I felt that it was the
weakest part of the show."
Currently, Hall is writing the scripts for
a children's cooking show in which he
will star on Nickelodeon. Its tentative title
is TV Dinner Party.
A cooking show? How does that fit in
with comedy?
"It's for kids whose parents dump
them at home on Friday night with TV
dinners and a microwave. We'll do all
sorts of cool things, like make our own
Play Doh, and a 'Mr. Mashed Potato
Head.' It's just going to be something to
teach kids the value of creativity and selfreliance.
"And I will be assisted by Larry, a
quality control guy. He will take some of
those dangerous toys, that are based on
Saturday morning cartoons, out to the
SEE HALL PAGE 14

BY SARAH LEEDY
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Eight Men Out captures spirit of the game
BY DAVID NATHAN

"S

ay it ain't so, Joe.
Say it ain't so."
These words, spoken by a
young boy to the Chicago White
Sox star player "Shoeless" Joe
Jackson as he left from a courtroom during the Black Sox trial,
sum up the greatest debacle in
baseball history.
Today we live with ballplayers
who cork bats, scuff baseballs,
use drugs, put pine tar on their
gloves and fight with policemen
at night clubs. Yet the actions of
the 1919 White Sox remain as
the most serious offense ever
perpetrated in the games
history. Eight players from the
best team in baseball were
suspended forever for trying to
fix the World Series. The whole
story surrounding this event is
the subject of John Sayles' Eight
Men Out.
In 1919 (and even still today)
the White Sox of that year were
considered to be one of, if not
the best, ballclubs in history.
That team included Jackson
(played by D.B. Sweeny), an illiterate man, whose lack of
education was inversely proportional to his talents on the field;
Buck Weaver (John Cusack),
one of the best third basemen
of his day; and Eddie Ciocotte
(David Strathairn), a pitcher in
the twilight of his career who
nonetheless won 29 games at
the age of thirty-four.
The key question of why a

*

Sox manager "Kid" Gleason (John Mahoney, second from right) celebrates with his team in Eight Men Out.

team with this much talent
would even consider throwing
the World Series is the initial
action in the film. The owner of
the team, Charlie Comiskey
(Clifton James), is portrayed as
a skinflint of the worst type. The
salaries he paid his team were
severely below the league

average, with most players
making below $ 5 0 0 0 each year.
Originally, it is the money offered from some gamblers
which tempts several players
into throwing the Series. The
thought of getting back at their
owner and making some extra
money along the way appealed

to first baseman Chick Gandil
(Michael Rooker), shortstop
Swede Risberg (Don Harvey),
center fielder Hap Felsch
(Charlie Sheen) and benchwarmer Fred McMullin (Perry
Lang).
The fix was assured when
these four convinced their star

pitcher Ciocotte to join them in
the scandal. Following Ciocotte,
two others joined in, including
Jackson, although it is made
clear that the incredibly gifted
outfielder is coerced into the
scam and never really understood what he was doing. Buck
Weaver and a faction of other
players refused to go along with
the fix and played the Series to
win.
The set up is quite interesting. With a multitude of characters parading about for only a
short time we are still able to
understand the motivation and
reasoning behind the decisions
of the players towards joining or
rejecting The Fix. The actual
playing of the World Series
against the Cincinnati Reds is
the peak of the film. As one
faction of the team plays to lose
and the other to win, the
tension of the game is heightened further by the pressure of
SEE MEN, PAGE 14

CAM hosts Texas Triennial exhibit
BY JOHN MONTAG

C

urrently on exhibit at
the Contemporary Arts Museum
is The First Texas Triennial, a
juried collection of works from
24 Texas artists. The collection
includes painting, sculpture,
photography and multi-media installations selected to represent
the diversity of art in Texas.

The CAM has done an
excellent job with such an
imposing task. They have
divided the work into three
"aesthetic vocabularies"
described as abstract, figurative
and conceptual, with the latter
two seeming to be the most
effective in the exhibit.
The most imposing figurative
work is probably Paul Kittleson's
steel framed/foam rubber
bodybuilders posed outside the
museum. Entitled Mindless

THE BLACK

Competition, they appear to be
a comment on the importance
that modern society places on
appearances.
The ironic humor inherent in
Kittleson's sculpture belies the
more serious content of some
other works in the collection.
Deborah Kelley comments on
the traditional position of
women in society. While somewhat witty and certainly well
executed, the implied bitterness
is almost overwhelming.
Perhaps the most disturbing
works are the paintings by
James Cobb. Faintly reminiscent
of the colors and distortions of
Francis Bacon's work, Cobb's
deformed figures float in a
surrealistic space. His manipulations hurl his dark view of humanity into the face of the
viewer.
No less troubling, but certainly
more visually pleasing, are the
conceptual works. Unlike the
figurative works, where the

forms and technique are part of
the content, the conceptual
works seem to use form as a
means of revealing content. The
forms range from the beautifully
stark charcoal silhouettes of
Randy Twaddle to the muddied
and heavily manipulated
selenium prints of Frank Martin.
Bill Lundberg's installation, Con
Tent, is a pup tent within which
a film projector has been set.
The sound from the twelve
minute movie carries through
the open interior of the CAM and
makes for an interesting
environment in which to view the
Triennial.
The CAM'S third category,
abstract works, was perhaps
the weakest. While I was bowled
over by the color and energy of
Chuck Dugan's works, I was
totally lost in front of Jeffrey
Cowie and Robine Utterback's
canvases. Full of what must
have been terribly significant
swirls and scratches, they appeared to be hung by the
curators as a sort of big jack.
Despite this one shortcoming,
the Contemporary Arts Museum
has created quite an interesting
exhibit.
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KAHN'S CORNER: Wiess Tabletop and the MFA
TONIGHT
•Tonight you can get a
preview of our men's basketball
team. Come on out to Autry
Court at 11:30 p.m. for "Midnight Madness" (only here in
Houston would they start
something called "Midnight
Madness" at 11:30); free food
available.
•Our Town opens tonight at
The Company Onstage (located
at 536 Westbury Square). The
show starts at 8 p.m.; call 7261219 for further information.
•The Killer Bees are playing
at Fitzgerald's tonight; call 8623838 for ticket information.
•Rusty Wier, apparently wellknown as the veteran of the
"cosmic cowboy" circuit, is
playing tonight at Rockefeller's.
Call 861-9365 for ticket information.
•Tonight is the official
opening for I Saw it on the
Radio, the newest production by
Radio Music Theater. Admission
is $9 for the 8:30 p.m. show;
you can get ticket information at
522-7722.

TOMORROW
•Roomfull of Blues is playing
tonight at Rockefeller's.
•Otis Day and the Nights are
playing at Fitzgerald's (8623838).

UPCOMING
•October 16—There is a "Day

of the Dead Mask Workshop"
going on this afternoon at 2
p.m. at The Orange Show (2401
Munger). Admission is $1.
• October 16—This is the
final day to see the Glassell
School of Art's "Studio School
Faculty Exhibition" at the MFA.
•October 16—The MFA is
showing a film called Horror
Vacui tonight at 7 p.m. I have
no idea what this movie is
about, and since I didn't get a
free invitation I'm not writing
anything else about it.
•October 18—Ann Beattie,
who is one hell of a short story
writer, is giving a free reading
tonight at the Museum of Fine
Arts at 8 p.m. All of you literary
types out there (I am proud to
include myself in that group) will
really enjoy this one.
•October 18—Tommy Conwell
and the Young Rumblers are
playing tonight at Rockefeller's.
Call 861-9365 for ticket information on what should be a
rocking show.
•October 18—Today is the
last day to see A Dance Against
Darkness, the winner of several
Helen Hays awards for its
portrayal of the effect that AIDS
has on its victims, at the The
Group (Theater Workshop). Call
524-6706 for ticket reservations.
•October 19—Ian Hunter/

Ground Zero

wastes potential
BY BILL TUCKER

F

I ilms which are based on
historical fact generally take one
of three approaches to tell the
story. The first is simply to
document the event. Another
tactic is to use history as a
backdrop for exploring fictional
characters, as in Gone With the
Wind. The filmmaker may also
choose to combine these and
use an account of a character's
experiences to teach the lessons of history. This last
approach can be very powerful,
but, unfortunately for Ground
Zero, the genre has the potential for trivializing the story it
intends to tell.
The facts are these: in the
50's, the British conducted
nuclear tests in the Australian
Outback, an area which, at the
time, was listed in the official
census as having a population
only of wildlife—but this "wildlife" included, along with the
kangaroos and emus, an
unknown number of Aborigines.
Estimates of the Aboriginal dead
run into the thousands, and the
survivors, both soldiers and Aborigines, have had abnormally
high cancer rates. In 1984,
however, a Royal Commission
concluded that there was insufficient evidence to show that the
Australian and British governments had been negligent in
conducting the tests. The
Aboriginal survivors could not
testify, as their customs forbid
them to speak of the dead.
Furthermore, the documentary
evidence which might have implicated the governments had
been stolen from the Commission's headquarters.
This is good gripping stuff,

but it lacks the focus necessary
to make the story come alive on
film, and this is where the
scriptwriters trivialize the tale to
a mere suspense thriller.
The film opens with a sequence which is reminiscent of
the unearthing of the monolith
on the moon in 2001: A Space
Odyssey. A plane, which had
been buried because of its high
radioactivity, is unearthed. What
comes as a total surprise to
those digging it up is the corpse
inside which has been shot
through the head. This turns out
to be an army photographer,
who had been believed to have
drowned and been lost at sea.
He was also the father of Harvey
Denton (Colin Friels), who, from
his Mel Gibson good looks and
swagger, we know will save the
Western world.
There are some attempts at
character development by way
of showing his ex-but-notestranged-wife and son, but
basically the film is a Robert
Ludlum-type special, involving
lots of government agents who
may or may not be good guys,
murders, chases, etc. (Talk
about willful suspension of
disbelief: we are asked to
believe that two men in a
vintage station wagon, one of
whom is massively crippled and
is taking potshots with a smallcaliber rifle at a sinister black
helicopter which is armed with a
machine fun, somehow manage
to defeat the bad guys.)
The film has some amusing
moments, and is peppered with
scenes which derive from other
films, which made it somewhat
more enjoyable. If you're looking
for mindless entertainment,
you'll probably enjoy it. Otherwise, you'll find yourself wishing
that this story had found someone better to tell it.

Mick Ronson Band are playing
tonight's gig (that's show-biz hip
talk) at Rockefeller's. These two
have played with everyone from
Dylan to Queen; 861-9365 is
the number to call for information.
•October 19—Wiess College
opens its production of Love,
Sex and the I.R.S. tonight at 8
p.m. Directed by David Nathan,
the show runs through Saturday,
October 22. Call 630-8797 for
ticket information.
• The Road to Mecca, a new
play written by Athol Fugard (a
South African best known in this
country for his searing Master
Harold...and the boys), opens
tonight at the Alley Theater. Call
228-8421 for more information.
•October 20—-The Rice
Design Alliance is presenting a
lecture on "The Works of
Howard Barnstone from 19491987" tonight at 8 p.m. at the

Brown Auditorium in the MFA.
The lecturer will be Stephen Fox,
who was my next door neighbor
last year (this year he's living
next to Po, Mo and Co).
•October 20—Christine
Mather, author of Santa Fe
Style, will be at the University of
St Thomas bookstore on
Montrose at noon today.
•October 20Johnny Winter (of
Winter of '88 fame) is tonight's
rocker at Rockefeller's.

ONGOING
•If the titles of events are any
indication at all of their worth,
than The Comedy Workshop is
the place to be. The Bimbo
Ballet: or We Owe it All to Donna
Rice is showing on Thursdays,
Fridays, and Saturdays at 8:30
p. m., with an additional
showing at 1 1 p.m on Saturdays. Call 524-7333 for reservations to the show that promises
to tell you where George Bush

"I
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has been these last eight years.
•The Museum of Fine Arts
opens up his exhibit entitled
Expressions of Belief: Masterpieces of African, Oceanic and
Indonesian Art from the Museum Voor Volkenkunde,
Rotterdam. The material that
has been brought in from
Rotterdam is mostly material
gathered before 1914; the
exhibit will be on display until
November 27.
•Portraits in the Time of AIDS
is an exhibit of portraits by New
York photographer Rosalind
Solomon that is being put on by
the Coalition for Visual Arts and
The Orange Show. For information, call 552-1767.
•The Museum of Fine Arts
opens up an exhibit today of the
fabrics and dresses of Mario
Fortuny y Madrazo. The exhibit
will be around until January, so
you don't have to rush to see it.

"Ape-solutely
the best pizza
in town"
BARRYS
THE PREFERRED PIZZA

6622 South Main

522^656

MORGAN STANLEY & CO.
INCORPORATED

to visit

Rice University
Students of all majors are
invited to a presentation on

Opportunities in Investment Banking
%

Thursday, October 20, 1988
Miner Lounge and Meyer Conference
7:00 p.m.
Representatives of Morgan Stanley
will be present to discuss
The Investment Banking Industry
&
The Financial Analyst Program
Refreshments
will be sewed
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Tom Hulce shines in Dominick and Eugene
"Gino" and "Nicky" Luciano
are fraternal twins who share a
2-room hole-in-the-wall loft in
South Side Pittsburgh. Gino is a
med student who has just won a
prized Stanford residency. Nicky
is a trash collector, having been
left "slow," and thus suitable for'
only the most menial jobs, by a
childhood head injury. Gino is
ambitious and intense, while
Nicky is happy just to have his

BY HUNG NGUYEN

0

ominick & Eugene is a
sweetly affecting film brought to
the screen by an impressive
cast and crew. Robert M. Young
directs from a screenplay by
veterans Corey Blech man and
Alvin Sargent.
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dog wake him in the morning
and to lose himself in comic
books. He is "God's child."
Each brother's life revolves
around the other, having been
left only with each other since
childhood. They love each other
intensely, treasuring a brotherly
relationship so tight that nothing
short of perhaps a bad woman
could pry them apart. Gino does
what he can to help Nicky learn
to better take care of himself.
Nicky's whole raison d'etre is
to please Eugene; his job is
paying for Gino's education.
Ray Liotta, as Eugene,
weaves a checkered quilt of
emotions. Gino is a young man
full of rage: he wants to accept
the Stanford residency because
once he completes it, he can
take care of them, in a "house
by the lake in the country." But
he must go alone, and Gino

wonders who would take care of
Nicky in his absence.Liotta's
Gino is a character whose years
of anger, usually only at his own
iack of enough patience for
Nicky, spill over to physicality
despite his intellect's struggle
to keep them in check. It takes
the sensitive, easy-going
wisdom of Jennifer, a fellow
student, to help him understand
that what he really fears is not
the harm that might come to a
left-alone Nicky but instead the
redefinition of himself (made
necessary by his removal from
the duty to Nicky that is
everything his life has been
centered on).
As Jennifer, Jamie Lee Curtis
(A Fish Called Wanda) smoothly
exudes grace and intelligence. It
is sometimes difficult for an
actress of star stature to tone
down her performance enough

so as to avoid intruding into the
flow of the film; however, this
proved to be no impediment for
Curtis.
The real star of the movie is
Tom Hulce. He beams with a
grin full of appealing innocence
and infectious joy that ceases
only at signs that he has
angered Gino. Even then, he
evokes great sympathy in his
scurrying around Gino,
desperately wanting to know,
"Are you mad at me, Gino?" or,
"What'd I do? What'd I do?"
Hulce's greatest achievement is
his successful parlaying of the
writer's' characterization of
Nicky as someone who gets a
raw deal from life, but, in the
great tradition of Charlie
Chaplin's characters, refuses to
be a loser. He is a man who
clings with all his might to his
dignity.

Men

and subsequent trial are too
protracted to be completely
interesting. The eight men, including Jackson and Weaver,
are eventually banned from the
sport for life.

noticeable standout. True to
form, everyone turns in a fine
performance, with special kudos
to John Cusack for his sensational performance. Not since
The Sure Thing has he had a
role of such merit. Also fine is
the job of David Strathairn (last
seen in Sayles' film Matewan
as Sid Hatfield.)
Eight Men Out works as a
historical drama, a sports film
and a period piece, but most importantly it works the same way
as the great game of baseball
works: through teamwork, determination and skill. Eight Men
Out shows a darker side of the
game, but it is a tremendous
achievement that does baseball
proud.

FROM PAGE 12

the Series. The chronicle of the
eight game series (in 1919, it
was the best five out of nine) is
grand moviemaking, combining
the elements of drama, sport
and a period piece into one
thoroughly entertaining mixture.
On the field, more is learned
about each man than in all of
their dialogue off the diamond.
The expressiveness of the ensemble cast is impeccable. The
problem is that following the
Series, the investigation of the
gambling conspiracy begins, and
the film suffers a letdown
following the magnificent playing
sequences. The investigation

There is a poignant ending to
the film which takes place
seven years later with Joe
Jackson, who is then playing for
a semipro team in New Jersey,
being watched in the stands by
Weaver. It is a somber scene
involving the two innocents of
the ordeal, but it reinforces the
power of the movie which had
been missing throughout the
trial stage of the film.
Ensemble casts are tricky to
evaluate, since in the best
group films no one actor is a
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backyard, and eat them."
For some reason, it seems
this show might appeal to the
large Rice population that
regularly watches Sesame
Street.
But this series won't be on
the air until Christmas time.
Right now, Hall is doing what he
enjoys most, a club tour that is
taking him to "most of the
National and American League
cities."
"I like working in clubs as
opposed to arenas, because in
clubs the audience is right
there. You can see all the
nuances. On a good night, with
a good crowd, it'll be bouncing
off the walls.
"Club work is organic. To me,

it's constantly letting twenty
minutes of material evolve.
"Some guys have been doing
the same thing for ten years.
You don't grow that way. Clubs
are the best place to go to avoid
that.
"My set right now is not your
usual comedy show. I use a lot
of props that aren't naturally
funny. Plexiglass, rubber bath
toys. And Paul Harvey, my hero,
shows up by transchanneling.
"There's also a lot of performance rap—kind of like if Lou
Reed were a comedian."
Hall also raves about Houston. Kind of.
"Houston is really neat. I like
cultural oddities, and it definitely
is one. It's a twenty-second
century city; it has sent people
to the moon, but it's impossible
to get downtown from the

airport.
"There's this whole subculture here. The guy who does
your taxes probably spends his
nights rollerskating.
"And somewhere around the
San Felipe Blvd. area, there is
this seven-foot banana sculpture in someone's back yard.
That kind of thing just amazes
me about Houston. It is a very
non-Texan place."
You can see Rich Hall and
offer up Mr. Mashed Potato
Heads, fruit statues and maps
of the Loop this Sunday,
October 16, at the Comedy
Workshop at 2105 San Felipe
Blvd. Tickets are ten dollars,
sold in advance. There will be
two shows, at 7 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. You 1970 babies better
call ahead of time so that you
can get in for the early show.
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SPORTS
Owls lose a big chance
at first Conference win

by Wes Gere
Just when the Owls were finally
putting together a defense that could
do a decent job keeping the opposition out of the end zone, our usually
high-yardage offense fell apart at the
line and blew what was probably our
best chance at nailing a conference
win. The Texas Christian Horned
Frogs racked up 21 points, seven
coming off a Quentis Roper interception returned for a touchdown in the
second quarter, while Rice got one
TD and a field goal, for a 21-10 final.
The offensive line just didn't hold
their weight Saturday; our stellar
center Courtney Hall was forced to
play at left tackle to pick up some of
the slack, but couldn't keep Roper
from being sacked three times, including twice in a row in the fourth
quarter, to help bury the Owls' last
chance at a late touchdown. The next
play might have salvaged it, but
Quentis threw the ball directly to a
TCU player in the endzone.
Roper threw a total of three inter-

ceptions that day, which combined
with the other offensive problems to
keep Rice down to 210 yards, not
much more than half of what they
have been able to tally on several
recent occasions.
Coach Jerry Berndt said, "Quentis didn't play the game he's capable
of playing, although he had a lot of
pressure on him. Our offensive line
did not respond to what TCU did to
us." That sums up the game pretty
well.
The second quarter was the real
scrogger. "Really boring" describes
it unless you call a TCU interception
for a quick seven exciting. This came
on the first play from scrimmage
after another Frog TD, to give them
14 points in under 20 seconds. Rice
netted only 17 yards in those 15 minutes. The cacophonous and tiny
purple Frog band woke me up after
the halftime buzzer.
The first quarter had looked good
for the Owls. Rice started the ball off
and was forced to punt, but the improved defense with former QB
Donald Hollas at safety and line-

backer OJ. Brigance putting in a
strong performance held them to the
Rice 42 yard line, where TCU punter
Chris Becker botched it for a feeble
10-yard punt.
Roper took over and kept around
the left end twice on options for gains
of 16 and 18 yards, keeping the ball in
our possession long enough for him
to nail Mike Boudousquie from 20
yards out for the first score of the
game with three and a half minutes
to go in the first.
After the second quarter fiasco,
the Frogs received the third quarter
kickoff for a return of 54 yards by
Reggie Davis to set up for another
seven, making it 21-7.
On the first play after the ensuing
kickoff, Roper rolled right to hit
Cyphers for a 22 yard gain. The Owls
pounded their way downfield to

within five yards of the goal line before Roper was sacked at the 20,
making it fourth down and forcing a
Clint Parsons field goal attempt,
which he put through the uprights
for the second time this season out of
seven tries. He may be shaping up, as
he didn't miss a kick during the
game and averaged 43 yards a punt.
That 21-7 score held through a
dull fouth quarter to give Rice an
eleven-game losing streak, the longest in Div. 1-A football.
The team is completely turned
around from last year, when our offense made big yardage and decent
scores and the defense couldn't hold
up. This time around, the defense
has been tight and unrelenting.
Donald Hollas is on the move again
this year with 14 tackles, 10 unassisted. Brigance was in on 18. Only
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two of the Frog touchdowns were
made off our defense, and that was
because the offense caused several
tunovers. About the game last week,
Berndt said, "I was extremely
pleased with the play of our defense.
It was one of the best defensive efforts in quite a few years here at
Rice...I think our defense has come
into its own finally." Regarding Hollas, Berndt said, "[he] just makes
such a difference back there on
defense...We're going to stay with
that scheme." Hollas started at QB
the first two games this year before
moving back to his old positon at
safety.
The scheme might work against
Tech tomorrow if Bemdt's planned
changes on the offensive line can
keep our QB from being pressured
into bad passes or getting squashed.

Owls prepare for shootout
with Billy Joe & the gang
by H u n g Nguyen
After almost marking up two
stripes in the win column these past
two weeks , the Rice football team
will again try to halt its winless skid,
which now stands at 11 games, tomorrow at noon when it hosts the
Red Raiders of Texas Tech in a regionally-televised contest
Tech, too, will try to reverse its
fortunes of late; its most recent defeat was a 31-10 trampling at the feet
ofArkansas' powerful running game.
The Raiders had their best game of
last season against Rice, crushing
the Owls 59-7 in Lubbock. Rice fans
might see the following game plan in
this week's matchup:
On offense, expect Rice to emulate what Arkansas did so successfully last week. Starting from the
fiexbone and I sets, the Razorbacks
pounded out 307 yards on 64 rushes,
an impressive 4.8 average. Very

NOT
ALL MBA'S
ABE
CREATED
EQUAL
The better the b u s i n e s s
s<:h< >ol, the I letter your job
opportunities And to better the
likelihood of j o t t i n g into your
first choice school, your best bet
is Kaplun's GMAT prep course.
M a k e it your b u s i n e s s toe,ill.

early in the game, the Hogs established the handoff up the middle to
fullback Barry Foster. Rice features
neither the fiexbone nor the I formation in its offense, but the Owls do
have a very fine fullback in senior
Lorenzo Cyphers, who, after leading
the Owls with 751 yards lastyear, has
rushed 155 yards on 48 carries (3.2
avg.) so far this season. The Raider
defensive line, anchored by tackle
Desmond Royal (6*1,265), will try to
save face after the Razorback embarSEE RAIDERS PAGE 16

When you party
remember to...

Don't get w r e c k e d . If you're not
s o b e r - o r you're not s u r e let s o m e o n e e l s e d o t h e d r i v i n g
\ message provided hy this newspaper
and Beer Drinkers of America

M i k e B o u d o u s a u i e l e a p s p a s t a Frog d e f e n d e r t o c o m e up w i t h a s m o o t h t o u c h d o w n r e c e p t i o n .

Booz•Allen & Hamilton
is seeking
Rice Graduates
w i t h an interest in
Management Consulting
Booz*Allen & Hamilton, Inc. is a leading international management consulting firm
working with companies on issues of strategy, marketing, systems technology, and other
areas of concern to senior management.
is
Our two-year Research Associate program offers:
• Broad exposure to business issues and analytic techniques
• Varied assignments for major corporations focusing on CEO/VP level concerns
• Team setting composed of bright, motivated co-workers
• Travel
• Superior compensation
To candidates who demonstrate:
• High academic achievement
• Strong motivation and analytic skills
• Interest in attending a leading graduate business school
• Prior exposure to the business environment
• Two-year commitment
Positions are available in DALLAS and other Booz*Allen offices including Atlanta,
Chicago, Cleveland, New York and San Francisco.
Interested candidates are invited to a reception on:
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BEER DRINKERS
OF AMERICA

Thursday, November 3, 1988
Grand Hall
7:00 PM
In addition, by December 1st, please forward a resume, undergraduate transcript, test
scores (GMAT preferred), and an address and telephone number at which you can be
reached in early January to:

PARTY*SMART
STANLEY H. KAPLAN fOUCATlONAl (INTER LTD.

National H e a d q u a r t e r s
2900-1) Bristol St., Suite 201

1/28/89 GMAT exam classes to
begin 10/30, Sun. 9am.
J
988-4700
7011 SW Frwy #100
522-5113
5925 Kirby #214
Registered j u s p o n s o r of C E in TSBI'A

Costa Mesa, CA 9 2 6 2 6
714-557-2337

R.A. Recruiting
BOOZ'ALLEN & HAMILTON
2121 San Jacinto Street, #3100
Dallas, Texas 75201

1-800-441-2337

Beer Drinkers of America supports National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week.
" B i r r Drinkers <>f America is a non-profit consumer membership
organization open only to persons over ihe age of 21."
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Rice rumbles with SWT
at Texas ruggerfest
Rice's favor. Next, we had to clash
with the team of arrogant wimps with
whom we had rumbled the previous
Last Saturday, the Rice Rugby evening. Southwest Texas scored
Club ventured north to compete in a early with a penalty kick, which put
veritable rugby festival. Most of the them ahead 3-0. A defensive battle
squad arrived Friday night where at ensued, and the game went scorea party a squabble erupted between less for the rest of the half. Midway
Rice and Southwest Texas State. through the second half, however,
Scotty "one-two" Owen countered a Jim Humes intercepted an enemy
insult of "pussy" with a jab to the face pass and ran 50 yards before he had
and a hook to the ribs. Mike to dish it off into the sure hands of
Giangiorgi followed with a devastat- fullback Breeon Holmes who, after
ing uppercut which left their juking five enemy players, touched
scrumhalf screaming in excrutiating the pill down for a try. Ali made the
agony. Ted Adams fended off the extra points to put us ahead 6-3. But
rest of their team with some one-on- unfortunately, the enemy scored
ten fun, evoking them to respond, once more in the final moments of
"...why don't you pick on somebody the game and rendered the final
your own size." Finally, the bout died score 9-6.
down, and the team realized that the
After much deliberation by the
real battle would erupt the next day. judges, several Rice players were
The city of San Marcos was the chosen to compete in the select side
stage for the Texas select side com competition. They were Ali Koc,
petition. Our first match was against Steve Mac, Brannon Smoot, Mike
a motley hoard of ugly players from Giangiorgi, Jim Humes, and Sean
several teams around the state. The Park. All played extremely well and
game's highlights included a try represented Rice with valor and
scored by scrumhalf Sean "Amuse- honor. Ali Koc scored a try in the
ment" Park, a couple of kicks by Ali game, and was displayed some
"Butterball" Koc, and some excel- rugby talents that he never felt were
lent scrum play by Joel Webber and necessary in Rice games. Brannon
Jason "Pray it Holds Together" Smoot had two long runs, and some
Miller. The final score was 13-3 in intense sticks that branded him the

Raiders
FROM PAGE 15

by Brian Holmes

Rice players gang up on a helpless victim.

name "scrummy." Our coach was
proud of our weekend performance,
and the team felt all in all that the
weekend was well worth the road
trip. Even Steve "Single-Eyebrow
Man" Sain, in his debut at second
row in the scrum, had fun: "I hope I
get to play second row every week,"
he was later heard to say.

Next week, after midterm break,
the first annual Labrador Cup match
versus the University of St. Thomas
awaits us. I recommend you come
watch, because, in the timeless
words of Stuart Lewis:
"Rugby is fun, fun to play, fun to
watch, and most of all, fun to remember."

How to run your
own show
14
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The American Express® Card can play a starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tblsa to Thailand.
Whether you're buying a TV or a T-shirt. So during college
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.
How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American
F.xpress Card right now. Whether you're a freshman, senior
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or
call 1 -800-THE-CARI) and ask for a student application.

Hie American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It 8 '

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

rassment. The Raiders' 4-3 defense
knew exactly what was coming at
them last week but simply could not
stuff the run up the middle. Rice
shows even more formations than
the Hogs do, and if the Owls' offensive line, which played a very poor
game vs. TCU, can play the type of
game it is capable of playing, Tech
will again be hard-pressed to stop
Cyphers, who is at his best in apower
running game.
Unlike last week, however, the
Raiders must avoid keying too much
on the run. Quentis Roper possesses
the same quick, slashing running
style as Hog QB Quinn Grovey, but
is, despite his 3-interception showing last week, a much better passer.
Senior split end Mike Boudousquie
is having the type of season that
earned him numerous honors in
high school. An academic as well as
gridiron star, "Boo" has snagged 14
tosses for 214 yard., a 15.3 avg. The
Raiders will counter with a speedy
but untested secondary, led by sophomore safety Donald Harris (62
tackles).
All of Tech's stars are members of
the offensive squad, and, unlike in
recent games, the vastly improved
Rice defense will have to stop both
the run and the pass this week.
Tech's running game features
underrated James Gray (5'10, 210)
running from the I formation, hitting
holes opened by the 275-lb.-average
offensive line starring left tackle
Charles Odiorne (6'4, 280). On the
season, Gray has rushed 375 yards
on 64 carries, a tough 5.9 average.
Last year, he was a big thorn in the
Owls' side, accounting for 173 of the
Raiders' 503 offensive yards on only
19 carries. He scored 3 rushing
touchdowns and snagged a Tolliver
toss for a fourth. The Raiders also
have had success on surprise handoffs to blocking back Ervin Farris
(5'11, 220) for 7.5 yards a pop.
Rice's defensive line played exceptionally well last week: NG Ted
Humphreys and WT David Alston
had career games of 12 and 10 tackles, respectively. "Juice" Brigance
added 18 stops, and Donald Hollas
counted 14 of his own. A performance near that quality will be needed
to stop Gray this week.
The Raiders also have perhaps
the SWC's best quarterback in 6'1,
210-lb. Billy JoeTolliver, who holds 9
of 10 Tech career passing records.
This season he has completed 76 of
151 tosses for 1120 yards, mostly to
the "Smurfs" receiving corp.
The "Smurfs" vie with UH's crew
for the distinction as best in the
conference. They are led by (very)
deep threat Wayne Walker, who,
before going down with an injury in
Tech's 2nd game, averaged an astounding 36.8 yards per grab. Complementing him are sure-handed
Eddy Anderson (13.8 avg.) and, even
smaller than our own 5'5,140-lb. tailback Donald Allen, major college
football's tiniest player, the ultraelusive Tyrone Thurman (5*3, 130).
With the injuries to Walker, Thurman has been in the spotlight He
leads the Raiders with 20 receptions
and is also a dangerous kick return
specialist Walker is back, and the
Smurfs will prove to be all that the
Rice defensive backfield can handle.
Rice coach Jerry Berndt has
promised wholesale changes in the
offensive line to help correct the
Owls' scoring woes. The key this
week will be to sustain drives and
especially to cap off those drives with
points, a conversion at which Rice
has been very inept so far. The defense will need to contain Gray and
keep Tolliver off balance with a good
pass rush.
Kudos to punter Clint Parsons,
who, since taking over for Donald
Hollas, has kicked 10 times for a 42.9
average. He also booted a career
long 36-yard field goal and a PAT in
the TGU game.
Best wishes to Chris Nixon and
Greg King, who are recovering from
injuries. King had arthroscopic knee
surgery this week and should be
back in a month.
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Netters start swatting, stomp Sam Houston and stay busy
by David Cumberland
Members of the men's and
women's tennis teams opened the
fall season two weeks ago and have
been busy since.
Last week the squad went to hell,
I mean Huntsville, to play Sam Houston. Though the team was without
the services of the injured Emily
Cates, they beat SHSU into submission by a 9-0 count The Owls won all
18 sets with ease and had a 108-19
advantage in games won. Liz
Sulzberger opened the carnage with
a 6-2,6-0 win over her hapless foe.
Michelle Bramblett feasted on her
measly opponent 6-1,6-0. Megan
Tanner and Kate Nederveld toyed
with their adversaries before putting
them away by scores of 6-0,6-3 and 6
1,6-2. Andrea Miller had her way
with some poor SHSU player 6-1,6-1,
while Rachelle Mack's 6-2,6-0 waxing had her opponent pleading for
mercy.
The Owls had just as much fun on
the doubles side. Sulzberger and
Tanner romped 6-0,6-1. Marion
Campbell joined the party with Nederveld, and they cruised to a 6-3,6-0
win. Miller and Mack finished the
humiliation with their 6-2,6-0
triumph.
Two weeks ago the women were
in Austin for the Westwood
Women's Intercollegiates, and they

found tough going there. Sulzberger
led the squad by advancing to the
quarterfinals before being eliminated.
She overpowered Alison Fleming
of nationally-ranked Trinity 3-6,6-2,64, and then clubbed Crissie Tee of
Texas Christian 6-4,6-4. Eventually
Sulzberger fell to the #3 seed from
Trinity.
Cates and Tanner coasted in
straight set first round victories over
TCU players, but then both were
eliminated in the second round.
Newcomers Nederveld and Bramblett had success in the consolations
after falling in the first round. Nederveld tagged Debbie Wren of Southern Methodist 6-4,7-5, and did the
same to another Debbie from Dallas,
Debbie Ceccato of SMU, 6-3,6-2 before losing in the consolation semifinals.
Bramblett had straight set wins
over Michelle Bogaard fromTrinity,
7-6,6-4, and teammate Miller, and
eventually reached the consolation
finals before losing a tough three
setter to UTs Joanna Paultz. Miller
did win one consolation match, a 61,7-5 assault of SMU's Patricia Swerling. The team did not fare as well in
doubles play, losing all three
matches in which it competed.
The team will be in action next
weekend in Austin at the ICTA re-

gional qualifiers.
The men split into two factions
last weekend, with half the team
competing in the ITCA Regional
Qualifying Tournament in Fort
Worth, and the other half in
Beaumont at the Pinewood Invitational.
At the ITCA regionals, the Owls
fared very well on the singles side.
The doubles teams of Ken ThomeLarry Pearl and Don Freeman-Steve
Campbell both won three matches
before falling in the semifinals.
Thome and Pearl trashed a team
from North Texas in thefirstround 63,6-2, and then busted aTCU tandem
in the second round 6-3,6-0. They
reached the semis by whipping up on
some Aggie boys 6-2,6-4, but then fell
to a pair from nationally-ranked Trinity in the semis.
Freeman and Campbell manhandled a feeble UT-Arlington twosome 6-2,6-3, and went on to take a
three set match against more Aggies. In the third round they laid into
a UT tandem 64,6-4 to reach the
semifinals, but there they were eliminated in three sets by an Arkansas
team.
On the singles side, only Pearl
and Thome managed first round
wins, with Thome thrashing Craig
O'Shannessy of Baylor 6-3,6-2, and
Pearl outlasting Richard Benvin of

Midnight is
theme for
two sports

The swim team has a midnight
theme too, butthey thought of it first;
they didn't rip it off from Thompson.
The Midnight Mile Mania is a
fund raiser for their Christmas training session. Five or six swimmers
from cach college will swim in relay
for twelve hours starting midnight
Oct. 22-23.The idea is for you to
sponsor them by the mile.

Both were defeated in first round
action but were able to bounce back
somewhat in the consolations. Freeman impaled Roger Hochburg of
Trinity 6-3,6-4 before falling in the
second round of the consolations.
Thome smoked Adam Kework of
North Florida 64,6-2 and advanced
to the quarterfinals. However, he
had to default there because the
Owls had to catch a plane back to
Houston.
Rice is hosting a quad meet this
weekend at Jake Hess, starting at
10am today and finishing Sunday
afternoon. SW Texas, SE Louisiana,
and Oklahoma will compete against
the Owls.

Bowlers smash pins
by Scott Jones
Yes, Rice does have a bowling
team. Last Saturday, October 8,
while most of the team was taking
the GRE, Mike Banashek, Dave
Holloway, Scott Jones, and John
Noddings represented Rice in the
Texas Intercollegiate Bowling Conference (TIBC) Fall Classic at Showplace Lanes in Austin.
John Noddings was the only
player to qualify for double elimination play, with a four-game series of

733 in the initial qualifying play.
Noddings upset Bobby "The Beast"
Savant of UH in round one.
Savant was the number one qualifier that day with a score of950 and is
regarded as one of the best players in
the conference. Noddings was unable to beat his next two opponents,
Gray Walston of North Texas and
Darren McCall of TSU, who beat
Noddings with a tremendous 246
game.
Rice will hit the lanes again for
another pin-smashing bout on the
twenty-second in Denton.

KELLOGG

by Tania van den Houten
If there are any weaknesses in the
'88 basketball Owls, lack of eagerness definitely isn't one of them. As
soon as basketball pre-season practice officially starts up Saturday, Oct.
15, Scott Thompson's second-year
crew will start hitting the hoops before the last stroke of midnight
This is the what the black "Midnight Madness" fliers hanging
around the colleges are trying to tell
you. It's tonight, a Friday night, so
the team is going to have their first
practice at 12:01, the very minute
pre-season practice drills are allowed to begin, and they're making it
an open bash, encouraging all students or anyone else to come by and
eat the pizza that will be there and
meet the team
"We want it to be sort of a party
atmosphere," said Thompson; the
idea is to bring out as many people as
possible to see what the new team
looks like, and pump for student
support
"One of the things I've tried to
establish here at Rice is a team that
will be exciting to watch...we'll give
our fans and students a good show,"
he said. This means more aggressive
and offensive play, with a bigger
push for the fast-break, resulting in a
more physical game than they've
had in the past.
David Willie, Rice's biggest scoring machine in recent years, will be
out there hotdogging it tonight All
five starters from last year's team are
back, so the depth Rice was missing
in '87 isn't a problem. That, along
with a nine-man incoming class that
Basketball Times put above 40th in
the nation, will make a solid team
that can play the rough but smart
game that puts points on the board
and more people in the stands.

Trinity 4-6,6-3,7-6 (10-8).
In Beaumont the men again did
much better on the doubles side.
Chuck Bratka and Alex Diego advanced to the semifinals before
being eliminated. They ripped a duo
from Lamar 6-1,6-0, and then overcame a UT-Tyler team in three sets
before falling in the semis. Newcomers Raymundo Riojas and Peter
Schidlowski wasted a North Texas
pair 6-3,6-2, but were then knocked
out by a tough team from SW Texas.
All four were defeated in the first
round of singles action.
Two weeks ago Thome and Freeman were in Panama City, Fla. for the
rain-filled Bay Point Invitational.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN ENGINEERING
The M.W. Kellogg Company, the international
leader in the engineering and construction of process facilities for the chemical, petrochemical,
refining, gas processing, fertilizer, and related
industries, is seeking entry-level chemical,
mechanical, civil, and electrical engineers to join
our Houston world headquarters and technology center.
At M.W. Kellogg, you'll have the chance to work
with the most advanced technologies available in
the areas of ammonia/urea, methanol, olefins/
ethylene, environmental, organic chemicals, and
catalytic cracking. We're also strong in such
areas as advanced manufacturing technology,
where management information systems, automatic guided vehicles, robotics, and advanced
control technology play an important role in the
facilities we design and build.
Through our Graduate Development Program,
you'll be exposed to multiple projects and disciplines. We also have in-house classroom training
programs that will increase your proficiency in
computer-aided engineering and design. You'll
find the spirit of innovation in many aspects of our
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company, including our patent incentive program.
M.W. Kellogg's Houston office offers growth
potential that can only be found in a world headquarters environment. The city, which is ideal for
people with varied interests, is highly rated for its
cultural centers, professional sporting events,
year-round outdoor activities, and number of restaurants and entertainment facilities. Rice University, the University of Houston, and other local
campuses offer easy access for continued education. And the cost of living is low.
Kellogg has been a part of many "firsts" in process engineering. If you'd like to join in that spirit
of innovation, make your first career move to
M.W. Kellogg.
We will be on campus this fall to answer
questions about opportunities for December and
June graduates. For additional information, send
your resume or a letter of inquiry to our college
recruiting coordinator, Sarah Stewart, at:
The M.W. Kellogg Company,
Box 1MWK
4913 Weeping Willow
Houston, Texas 77092-3599.

-

KELLOGG]
Engineers of Quality

The M.W. Kellogg Company
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

LESS THAN
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CHANCES
Not everyone is cut out to change
the world. After all, it takes education, skills and a spare two years.
Also a willingness to work. Hard.
This year 3,750 Americans will join
the Peace Corps to do just that.
They'll do things like build roads,
plant forests and crops, teach
English, develop small businesses,
train community health workers,
or even coach basketball. However,
what they'll be doing isn't half as
important as the fact that they'll be
changing a little piece of the world
. . .for the better.
And when they return, these
3,750 Americans will find that
experience doing hard work will
have another benefit. It's exactly
what their next employers are
looking for.
So, give the Peace Corps your next
two years. And while you're out
changing the world, you'll also be
making a place in it for yourself.

ID CHANGE
THE
WORLD
Peace Corps representatives will be on campus to talk about
opportunities in Africa, Latin America, Asia, and the Pacific.
Your 2 year experience with Peace Corps could be the start of
a great future. Plan to stop by or call 1-800-442-7294 ext 113

INFO TABLE
Thursday, Friday
October 20, 21
8:30 - 5:00
Rice Memorial Center

FILM SEMINAR
Thursday
October 20
7:00 pm
Lovett College Commons

PEACE CORPS

STILLTHE TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE. V

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday
October 21
Career Services Center
Please pick up and
complete application
prior to interview
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Men's Football
Monday League
SKANKMEISTERS
SULFURIC ENEMA
BUTT PIRATES
NOONTIME NOOKIE
PIT BULLS ON CRACK

W
4
3
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
3
5

T h u r s d a y League
LOVETT SUCKS
PUBLIC ENEMY
TEAM FUN
FIFTEEN YEARS
GANG GREEN
JONES GRADS

W
4
4
2
2
0
0

L
0
0
2
2
4
4

Friday League
BUDMEN
BALLS DEEP
AIKEN NUTZ
CU-LATOR
IEX
WHOREDOGS

W
4
4
2
1
1
0

L
0
0
2
3
3
4

Results of G a m e s Played
Lovett Sucks def Team Fun 19-6
Public Enemy wallopped Jones Grads
38-0
Fifteen Years wiped Gang Green 25-0
Budmen crushed Aiken Nutz like a
beer can 18-0
Balls Deep fucked Cu-Lator 39-0
ZEX def Whoredogs 40-3
Skankmeisters ate some Noontime
Nookie 260
Butt Pirates scared off Pitt Bulls on
Crack (forfeit)
Football Rankings
by Keith Couch, who probably didn't
felch anybody
1) Budmen (best QB in the league)
2) Lovett Sucks
3) Balls Deep
4)Skankmeisters
5) Public Enemy
F r e s h m a n Football Playoffs
Sid blanked Wiess Pigs 34-0

Men's Doubles

Monday League
TEAM CO-ED
SINK IT HARD AND FAST
FESTIVAL OF USED
CAR VALUE
NOT ON THE SPOT
SANDLOT LOSERS

W
2
2

L
1
1

1
1
1

2
2
3

T u e s d a y League
SLAMMERS
SHAKE 'N' BAKE
O' SIFUNI MUNGU
THAT COOL GANG
WALA WALA

W
3
3
2
0
0

L
0
0
2
3
3

T h u r s d a y League
8 BREASTS AND
NINE BALLS
BITHCHIN DUDES AND
THEIR BABES
FOREPLAY
PULSATING SPAM
DUNCAN HINES
MOIST&CREAMY

W

L

SCOREBOARD

Bateman/Reheiser def Sims/Adams
6-2,6-2

by Earl Drake
LazerTag
Four Violent Physics Students def Lollipop Dragon Death Commandos
(forfeit)
Flashers Against Nudity def Star
Raiders (forfeit)
Boson Blasters def Space Modulators
7-0

0

Szafranski/Minden def Henze/Hochstein 4-6,64,6-2
Peeler/Wise def Vera/Hellums 60,6-2

6-1,60
2
1
0
0

0
2
2
2

Results of G a m e s Played
8 Breasts and 9 Balls fried Pulsating
Spam 81-19
Bitchin' Dudes and Their Babes def
Foreplay 49-12
Sandlot Losers def Festival of Used Car
Value 15-14
Sink It Hard and Fast def Team Co-Ed
29-22
O'Sifuni Mungu def Wala Wala
(forfeit)
Shake 'n' Bake def That Cool Gang
(forfeit)

Ochiai/Soh def Keleher/Keleher 6-2,
6-3
Outiaw/McPartlin def Lin/Rogers 60,

M e n ' s Adiv.
Rosellon def Akers 6-1,6-1
Reheiser def Bowne 64,7-5
Davis def Minden 6-2,6-2
Outlaw def Moore 62,6-1
Chang def Naraghi 6-1,6-1
Mazza def Steinberg 60,6-1

W o m e n ' s College T e n n i s Flight#l
Strauss (Baker) def Karolides(GSA)
Lefkowitz(Sid) def Rappaport
(Hanszen)
Duck(WRC) def Hines(Wiess)
McLain (Lovett) def Bastien (Jones)
Strauss (Baker) def Lefkowitz(Sid)
Flight#2
Miller(Lovett) def
Q ueenWid ner (Wiess)
Nguyen (Sid) def Perry (Jones)
Chen (Hanszen) def Nguyen (Sid)

6-1

Bdiv.
Bowne/Cooper def Mayman/Karolides
6-1,7-6

BLOOM COUNTY

Men's basketball officials have a
meeting next Wednesday, Oct.19, in
classroom A upstairs in the gym. If you
can't be there, bite me or call Lisa at
5274808.
Women's college sports rep meeting
next Thursday, same place, to set
women's college volleyball draw.
Men's college sports rep meeting next
Friday, also in classroom A, to set
college football draw.

by Berke Breathed

SfOON. PR.OUVER'5 ILLEGAL
WASHINGTON ACTEP- THE
HftIR RE5TORER WAS FL00PING FORMATION OF THE SCftLP1HE CONSUMER COUNTRYSIPE. TONIC INTERACTION AbENCY
WAS ANN0UNCEP.

AFTER 3 MONTHS ANP $750
MILLION. .017% OF ALL TH£
5MUGGLEP WMC MS TRIUMPHANTLY INTERPICTEP

The Rice golf teamfinishedthird
in Sam Houston State's Collegiate
Invitational Golf Tournament two
weeks ago. The tournament was
held on the 7045-yard, par 72 TPC at
the The Woodlands golf course.
Ricefinishedwith a 902 total for
the 54 hole event. Texas A&M won
the tournament for the second consecutive year by posting a score of
879. SMUfinishedsecond at 894.
Leading the way for Rice was
redshirt freshman James Hanse,
whofinishedin a tie for sixth place
with a 222 (71-71-80) total. Hanse's
2-under-par 142 total led the individual competition after the grueling
36-holefirstday. Roy MacKenzie of
Texas A&M ended up winning the
tournament byfiringa 72 on the final
round for a total score of 218.
Also finishing in the top 25 for
Rice were Blake Johnson with a
score of 223 (74-73-76) and Brad
McGuire.whofinishedat 227 (76-7477). Johnson and McGuire finished
tied for eleventh and twenty-first,
respectively.
Rounding out the team were Alan
Rosen, who shot 237 (77-79-81), and
Mike Longpre at 238 (80-72-86).
The Owls were in second place
after thefirstday with a total of 588,
just eight shots behind Texas A&M.

THE RESULTS WERE PRAMAVC

M M E R

5CALP

- <ri

TONic

&

Women's Volleyball Playoffs

try//

Six-Pack-Six def Spiked Punch 16-14,
154

Women's Soccer (eliminations)
Jones def Baker 3-0
Hanszen def Will Rice 2-1

Golfers take third,
tour sunny West Coast
by Alan Rosen

19

6-2,6-2

Mixed A div.
Egenolf/Clark def Lin/Rogers 6-2,60
Outiaw/McPartlin def Patton/Holmes

Tennis
3

Curran/Finger def Polasek/Soltero
6-2,6-2
Mazza/Smith def Vera/Hellums 64,
64
Barnes/Huttenbach def Szafranski/
Minden 64,6-2
Hart/Yates def Yip/Hocate 6-1,7-6
Outlaw/Lathen def Curran/Finger
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Their most impressive secondround score, a 2-over-par 290, was
the lowest tally of the afternoon.
The team's youth and inexperience may have caused it to slip to
third place, but the players certainly
gained valuable competitive experience by being in contention in a tournament against nationally ranked
golf teams.
The team didn't fare as well last
weekend at the Stanford U.S. Collegiate tournament in Palo Alto, California. They made their lowest
ranked showing of the year, taking
fifteenth place. They did manage,
however, to beat out such schools as
Miami, Florida State, and Vanderbilt.
The linksters have this weekend
off before traveling to Abilene for the
Charles Coody West Texas Intercollegiate.
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Tune In, Turn On, Drop Misclass

THE RICE

Altered States of Reality

•

CALENDAR
OCTOBER
FRIDAY 14

•Wflj Rice TG, 4 pm.
•Will Rice film, Live and Let Die, Chem Lec.
•Men's tennis, Rice Team Quad meet, Jake Hess Stadium,
All Day (through October 16)
•Should you want a sack dinner, make sure you sign up in
your college ($3). It's probably too late by the time you're
reading this, anyway.
• Media Center, Collision, 7:30 pm and Student Gerber,
9:20 pm.
• Dance Concert: "living Treasures of Japanese Theatre
and Dance," Kabuki dancing and classical Japanese
music. $15; $8 faculty, staff, and students.
•A "Midnight Madness" party kicks off men's basketball.
•Is my reality the same as your reality?

SATURDAY 15

•Football vs. Texas Tech, Rice stadium, noon.
• Remember no meal service today through Tuesday. A
backpage suggestion: check out the Village, which is
celebrating its 51st birthday today and tomorrow.
Potential free food and entertainment.
• Media Center, The Battle of the Sexes, 7:30 pm, and Only
Two Can Play, 9:10 pm.
• Do little black ink blots on newsprint trigger the same
reaction in your mind as in other minds?

SUNDAY 16

'Media Center, Nazarin, 7:30 pm.
•Can we even know what goes on in another's mind?

MONDAY 17

'Midterm recess. No classes, no CK food.
•Farish gallery photography exhibit "Changing Places,"
opens with a reception at 7 pm.
•Might not reality be a subjective concept, appearing
objective only from the perspective of the individual?

TUESDAY 18

•Midterm recess.
•Alumni Institute Lectures: History professor Richard
Smith on "Who's in Charge Here? Leadership and
Revolution in 20th Century China" at 7. Linguistics
professor Lilly Chen on "Chinese literature after the
Cultural Revolution" at 8:15 in Sewail Hall 301.
•Do questions like this make you neurotic?

WEDNESDAY 19 •Volleyball vs. Baylor, Autry Court, 7:30 pm.
•The band Wasted Potential is playing at the pub tonight
at 10 pm.
• Is it possible that neurotics are actually realists and realists
actually neurotic?
THURSDAY 20

Why is it that at the Grand Opening
of a porn theater, the balloons they
give away are never inflated?

-Pub night
•Art & Art History slide lecture on unfamiliar and
overlooked contemporary artists, 7 pm in Sewall 301.
•Finally. If there really were an objective form of reality,
would anyone bother to read the misclass?

C.KL's menu guidlines:
1. Always include foods from the four
major food groups: sugar, starch, fat,
and salt.
2. Make sure everything on the plate
will be the same color. This is known
as the "monochrome-meal principle."
•

To the authors of last week's misclass: You forgot quite a few synonyms: playing hide the sausage,
going down, making the beast with
two backs, parallel parking...
•

Most overheard pick-up line at
Wiess:
"Sure I've had lots of sex, but I'm
ready to try it with someone else."
•

Nuclear physics—it's not new, it's
not clear, and it doesn't fizz.

14765 Memorial Drive #101, Houston, TX 77079.
•

Student wanted afternoons to provide care for 4 yr. old boy in West
University Area. Call Nancy at 6392364 or 661-0803.

•

•

This place is probably better than
where your folks live. 4BR/2 Bath
house near Rice, with dishwasher,
washer/dryer, microwave, garage,
TV, near jogging trail and stores.
$200/mo. + 1/4 utilities. Patrolled,
safe neighborhood. Call 664-6434
NOW.

The Ocean Club is looking for enthusiastic individuals to have fun and
make money—now hiring cocktail
waitresses full and part time. Apply in
person Wed. & Thurs. between 8-10
pm at 1885 St. James Place (must be
18 yrs. old).

Ski free! Beach free! Earn top
commissions and free trips promoting Winter and Spring Break Ski
and Beach trips! Call Sunchase
Tours today for our Campus Rep.
info kit. 1-800-321-5911.
•

Babysitter wanted for 2 year old
girl, 2 minutes from Rice, Thursdays
7-9 pm & 5-7 pm additional hours.
522-3824.
•

S e c u r e your valuables! Get your
FREE label...Read our Eye-D ad in
this issue. Ideal Christmas gift
Place your order for family and
friends early.
•

Have t h e Reiki E x p e r i e n c e : Ancient healing art bringing balance to
you and others. Private sessions
with Reiki Master Mari Hall. Reiki 1
& 2 classes ongoing. For information and scheduling call the Reiki
Experience 713-974-2934.
•

For Rent: Strictly modern, newly
decorated unfurnished one bedroom apts. In Kirby-San Felipe Area.
782-2226.

•

Help wanted: Friendly, outgoing
student for 10-20 hrs./wk. More
hours Nov.-Dec. Postal and business
services. Mail Boxes Etc. USA 2476
Bolsover in the Village.
•

Part-Time Research Assistant
Wanted: Small, international consulting firm looking for a grad/undergraduate liberal arts major for
part-time library research. Superior
learning opportunity for a bright
scholar. Flexible hours to fit your
schedule. Contact Mr. V. Singal.V.R.
International 463-2500, 7 days.
•

Help Wanted: The French Corner

•

•

And when your girlfriend overheats:
Fritz and Jane had been going together
steadily but Fritz found it necessary to
talk things over with her. He said something like this: "I love you very much, so
much that I want you close to me always.
But when you sit on my lap like this, my
feelings become almost more than I can
cope with. So slide over on your own side
of the seat and let*s go
• get a hamburger."

And (metaphorically) how you should
view sex:
Sex is a part of life. Like every other
The Law of Maximum Futility:
source of power, it must be harnessed or
The more Econ you study, the less
it runs wild and becomes destructive.
satisfied you are.
Electricity wired into your home will
•
light your house, cook your meals, warm
Reactionary social critics such as Allan your feet, and performs all kinds of mirBloom argue that our generation is acles. Left unleashed, as lightning, it can
screwed up because we've got no solid sense destroy everything you care about in one
ofwhat's "right"; that moral relativism has burning holocaust. So it is with sex.
molded us into walking amalgams of sex,
drugs, and rock and roll with no commit- Chem 211—Fantasy Island from
ment to true values. We at the backpage Hell.
certainly don't want to contribute to this.
To chip in our part, we'd like to reach way
back to a golden era of morality (1955) The UT Band- -people not clear on
and instruct you in those values that your the concept.
•

You're so vain, you probably think
this misclass is about you.
•

Everything everybody does is so—I
don't know—not wrong, or even
mean, or even stupid necessarily.
But just so tiny and meaningless
and—sad-making. And the worst
part is, if you go bohemian or something crazy like that, you're c o n f o r m
ing just as much as everybody else,
only in a different way.
—J.D. Salinger
•

Any simple theory will be worded in
the most complicated way.
•

Q. How many feminists does it take
to screw in a light bulb?
A That's not funny.
•

Outside the physical education department, [university] faculties are
not notable for their Olympic muscularity. If a university teacher is not
short, there is every chance that he is
underweight, overweight, has a
slouch, is hiding a weak chin behind
an unkempt beard, or is otherwise
misfitted or mildly deformed. To
walk around a university is to realize
that natural selection never takes a
day off.
—Aristides in The American
Scholar,
Autumn 1988
•
George Bush reminds every woman
of her first husband.

Humanities 101 is a passion to cause
confusion to attain rationality!

LaRouche Notes and Hinckley Notices
Lost* 2 Friday afternoons ago in either Ryon or the "Sun" Room in
Mudd. A gold Cross pen with a
couple of dents. Reward. Ask for
James 630-8796.

Chris at 522-9649.
Applications for N.S.F. Grants are
now available in the Student Advising Office.

•

•

Wasted Potential will soon be seeking a new guitarist Interested guitarists please call Rob at 630-8214 or

Study Abroad in Spring '89. If you

Deli at 1020 Holcombe in the Medical Center is now accepting applications. Good pay. Call 796-8463 between 2-6 pm.
«

Help Wanted: Part-time, flexible
hours. Varied office duties Tor educational sevices company. Perfect job
for student, 15-20 hours per week. $6
per hour. Leave message at 6669800.
•

Garage Sale : Fri.-Sat., Oct. 14-15,72 pm. Hideabed sofa, armchair, dinette, stereo receiver, medical texts,
children's toys, Christmas decorations, household items. 3703 Merrick St., corner of Edloe.
•

HURRY! Available space for Rice
skiers is filling fast on Sunchase
Tours' Seventh Annual January
Collegiate Winter Ski Breaks to
Steamboat, Vail, Winter Park and
Keystone, Colorado. Trips include lodging, lifts, parties and
picnics for five, six or seven days
from only $156! Round trip
flights and group charter bus
transportation available. Call toll
free 1-800-321-5911 for more
information and reservations
TODAY!

Oral, Jimmy &) Jerry Misclass
Carried to its logical conclusion, the
theory of private ownership of land
means that people have the right to
prevent'others from living; for the
right to own implies the right exclusively to occupy.

•

On stopping that "fast" boyfriend:
Stopping love-making that is already
advancing at a rapid rate is not easy. But
it can be done. When a date's hands
begin to wander into the no-man's land
which she considers untouchable, Hazel
firmly removes the hand as she says with
surprise, "Why, this isn't Tuesday, is it?"
The humor, "corny" as it is, is usually
enough to stop all but the most exploitative of boys.

The plural of Opus is Oprah.

Classes At A&M Paid Ads
A p a r t m e n t for R e n t : Cheap-nice
people-safe-central location-on bus
line-bayou in front for walking, bicycling, or picnicking-lBR-$230
(Huge)-10 minutes or less from
Rice-Call: Manager, Mrs. Dorothy
Berger 66.^8418.

schools, parents, and music just aren't
teaching you. The three following guidance
misclass are from Facts of Life and Love
for Teenagers by Evelyn Duvall.
—mjr, bpe

submitter spends his or her spare time
watching Dr. Who?
•

"The thing I like about Ricc is that it
seems like everyone is part of one
big family."
"Then the thing I like about Rice is all
the incest that goes on."

•

The cross is a symbol of torture; I
prefer the dollar sign, the symbol of
free trade, therefore of a free mind.
—Ayn Rand

L e f s T a k e Our Brain Out of Our
Pocket! (Bush tells Dukakis) or Mt.
Rushmore
(Dukakis,
Bush,
Jackson, Reagan) T-shirts; 100%
Cotton-white $12.95 M.O.- Vince

•

Philosophy is but a route of many
roads leading from nowhere to nothing.

Q. How many Vulcans does it take to
screw in a light bulb?
A. 1.00000000000 approximately.
Does anyone doubt that this misclass

"The only unnatural sex act is one
that can't be performed."
—Alfred Kinsey

•

plan to study abroad next semester,
you should complete application
during October. Come to Student
Advising Office, Ley Student Center
for more information soon.
•

Spend a Semester in Australia or
England? Talk with a representative
of new programs with universities in
Melbourne, Sydney, and England on
Friday, October 14th, in the Meyer
Conference Room, across from Student Advising, between 1 and 4 pm,
or call x4060.
•

GALOR will have games night tonight at Don & Jeffs. Next week's
meeting is Sunday afternoon. New
members always welcome. Call 7950821 for info.

ing glasses in green plastic case near
Sewall Hall or Allen Center. Please
call D e p t of Education x4827.
•

Male vocalist wanted for "Temporary Sanity," a rock/fusion band
here at Rice. Call Ned (661-1736) or
Trevor (630-9141).
•

A Men's Intramural Basketball
Officials Meeting will be held on
Wed., Oct. 19 at 4:30 pm in Classroom "A" upstairs in the gym. If you
are unable to attend or desire more
info, call Lisa 527-4808.
•

Women's College Sports Rep
Meeting Thursday, Oct. 20 at 4:30
pm in Classroom "A" of the Rice
Gym. The Women's College Volleyball Draw will be set at this meeting.
•
M e n ' s College S p o r t s R e p Meeting Friday O c t 21st at 4:30 pm in
Classroom "A" of the Rice G y m The
Men's College Football Draw will be
set at this meeting.

•

Rice University Mensa General
Meeting is Friday, October 21, at 8
pm in Biology 131.

Workshops: Interviewing: Questions & Answers, O c t 19th at 3 and 7
pm in the Career Services Center.

•

•

The Ijjce Bowling Team still needs
you! Call Tim "Madman" Sullivan at
797-9440.

Company Presentations: Amoco
Production, Tues. Oct. 18, 7 pm in
Farnsworth; McKinsey & Co., Wed.
O c t 19, 7pm in Miner and Meyer;
Morgan Stanley, Thurs. O c t 20, 7
pm in Miner and Meyer, Jet Propulsion Labs, Thurs. Oct. 20, 7 pm at
Career Services Center.

•

ACTS, a Christian choral ensemble,
meets each Sunday in 309 Sewall at
8:30 pm. No auditions necessary.
Call Larry Garcia at 630-8608.
•

•

Attention All Clubs: Make sure
that you have submitted to the S A .
office the following items: completed
officer signature cards; a letter from
a Rice Faculty member stating intent
to serve as faculty sponsor; a signed
copy of the agreement to abide by
the rules of Rice University. Copies
of signature cards and rules can be
obtained in the S A office. Questions: contact BrianTagtmeier x8896
or Philippa in the S.A office. Deadline is October 21.

Job Fair: The deadline for submittingyour resume for the Washington
Job Fair is O c t 26—see Lyn Phillips,
Career Services.

•

•

Lost? Career counseling is available
to help you find your way. Call or stop
by the Career Services Center for an
appointment.
#

Young Democrats: meeting this
Thursday night in Sewall Hall 305 at
7 pm. Fight for your rights—-with the
left!

The Rice Women's Alliance will

•

not meet during Mid Term Break.
But please come to the next meeting
on Sunday, October 23rd, at 7:30 pm.
The discussion topic will once again
be "Images of Women in Film and
Television." Go see "Shame" at River
Oaks Theatre to prepare
for the 23rd.
•

Student Volunteers Needed: On

Lost: Reward. Brown-framed read-

October 20,1988, "Countdown to victory with Kitty Dukakis and Henry
Cisneros at Hotel Intercontinental
Exhibition Hall, 5150 Westheimer, 68 pm. Sponsored by 100 Women.
Cocktail buffet and cash bar. Call
Sue-Sun Yom at 630-8359 or Nancy
Atlas at 658-8881.

